General Information
Introduction
This brochure contains brief descriptions of tours available. Please book your excursions as soon as possible since
certain shore excursions can accommodate only a limited number of participants. We recommend that you purchase
them in advance of your cruise in order to avoid disappointment.
Restrictions
Please note there are certain excursions that for safety reasons, age, weight and/or height restrictions apply. These
restrictions are imposed by the individual vendor and Royal Caribbean International must comply accordingly.

Tour Availability
Please note that not all tours are available on all ships. Tour prices and itineraries are in effect at the time of printing
and are subject to change without notice.

Responsibility
Shore Excursions are offered for sale by Royal Caribbean International as a convenience to our guests. While great
care has been taken to offer the finest excursions available at each port, these tour services are provided by
independent tour operators, and Royal Caribbean International will not be responsible or liable for any loss, damage,
injury, costs or delays resulting from, or in connection with, your use of these services.

Scheduling of Shore Excursions
When planning your shore excursions, please keep in mind the following:
1. Most tours depart from the pier. At the completion of the tour, you will be returned to the pier unless you elect to
leave the tour en route. In that case, it will be your responsibility to secure transportation back to the pier.
2. In most ports it is possible to participate in more than one tour. When planning your day, it is advisable to plan at
least one hour between your tours.
3. All guests are to be aboard the ship no later than 30 minutes prior to the scheduled sailing time. The scheduling of
all shore tours conforms with this requirement. However, if you elect to leave a tour en route, or go ashore on your
own, it is your responsibility to return to the ship on time.
4. Kindly note that tour times provided online may be earlier than the vessels scheduled arrival to a port of call. The
time listed may be in local time as provided by the tour operator. The most accurate tour departure time will be
provided directly onboard the vessel.

Refunds and Cancellations
No refunds are made for failure to use all of the described services included in the tour price. Cancellations by guests
must be made prior to the closing deadline advised directly onboard the ship. Under no circumstances will refunds
be made after an excursion has commenced.

SeaPass Card
Remember to take your SeaPass Card with you whenever you go ashore. It will serve as your Identification Card
which you will be required to show to the officer on duty before re-boarding the ship.

Weather
Most tours will operate rain or shine. However, full refunds will be made to guests holding tickets for canceled shore
excursions. In the event of a tour cancellation, every effort will be made to accommodate guests on other available
tours.
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Helicopter Weight Requirements
Due to weight restrictions on board helicopters, all participants must register their body weight at the time of booking.
This is a requirements of the helicopter companies to ensure guest safety and comfort.
Children's Pricing
Unless indicated, children's pricing is valid for children 12 and under. Guests under 18 years of age must be
accompanied by a parent or guardian.

Activity Level
The Shore Excursions presented in this brochure require the guest to use a motor coach or other form of transportation
which will require the guest to step up 2 to 3 steps, approximately 10 inches high each. Most (but not all) motor coaches
used can accommodate collapsible wheelchairs. However, it should be noted that escorts, drivers, guides, and
shipboard staff are not obliged to lift guests into the vehicles. Lift-vans and/or coaches are not available in all ports of
call. Tendering may preclude guests in wheelchairs from going ashore at certain ports of call. For further information,
please check with the Shore Excursion desk on board immediately upon arrival.
To assist our guests in choosing their excursions, all tours have been graded according to the level of activity they
entail. Please refer to the tour symbol(s) that appear(s) in each tour description. Kindly note the below symbols act
only as a guideline and guests must make their own judgment regarding participating in tours. The symbols represent
the following:

Mild

To fully participate may require leisurely walking over primarily even surfaces. There may be a limited number of steps,
a minimal amount of cobblestones or uneven surfaces, and some standing for extended periods of time.
Moderate

To fully participate may require extended periods of walking over even and uneven surfaces, steep terrain and/or water
activity in a slight current. There may be steps, inclines, cobblestone surfaces, and extended periods of standing.
Participants with physical limitations should take this into account.
Strenuous

To fully participate may require extended periods of physical exertion, extensive walking, climbing, or biking. There
may be numerous steps, inclines, cobblestones, and other rough terrain throughout the excursion. These excursions
are the most active and have been designed for participants in excellent health and very good physical condition.
Dress Code

Conservative attire is recommended when going ashore on this tour. No exposed shoulders or knees. Short pants and
tank tops are not acceptable.
Light Snack

If a light snack or refreshment is served on an excursion, it will be designated with this symbol.
Meal
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Most tour departures complement the ship's meal service hours. If a meal is served on an excursion, it will be
designated with this symbol.
Shopping

Time permitting, limited shopping is available during the tour.
Waiver

All participants on this tour are required to complete a waiver and/or release form. This document will be distributed
by the tour operator prior to commencing the tour.
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Terms and Conditions
Royal Caribbean International reserves the right to change shore excursion prices and itineraries appearing in this
booklet without prior notice.
Prices of shore excursions include available local transportation, including motorcoaches, limousines, taxis and boats.
Meals and/or beverages are only included when specified in the tour description.
On snorkeling and scuba tours, only the equipment specified is included in the price. Shore excursions are subject to
cancellation or modification, depending on the number of guests participating. In the event of a tour cancellation or
modification, advance notice will be given by shipboard personnel. Certain tours have a minimum booking requirement,
or must be limited to a maximum number of participants.
Royal Caribbean International reserves the right to cancel any shore excursion due to inclement weather conditions, or
any other reason whatsoever, and shall not be liable for any loss whatsoever to guests by reason of such cancellation.
Full refunds will be made to guests holding tickets for canceled shore excursions.
Royal Caribbean, Explorations!, Golf Ahoy! and Royal Caribbean International are all registered or pending service
marks of Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. 2007 Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Oranjestad, Aruba
AR03 - Seaworld Explorer
PRICE:

ADULT: 42.00 / CHILD: 34.00 USD

DURATION:

2 Hours Approx.

Explore the underwater world of Aruba in a semi-submersible, a unique air-conditioned vessel that does not
submerge; you descend into the hull of the boat and sit five feet below the surface of the water. You will be taken by
bus to a transfer boat for a quick ride out to the Seaworld Explorer.
Listen to a knowledgeable narrator on the ride to Arashi Reef, where you will see beautiful coral formations and
hundreds of tropical fish. From there, you will proceed to the wreck of the Antilla, a German freighter destroyed in
World War II. After returning to shore via transfer boat, you will re-board buses for the return to the pier.
AR04 - Aruba Sea & See Island Tour
PRICE:

ADULT: 59.00 / CHILD: 38.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours Approx.

Experience the full beauty of Aruba on a tour that takes you around the island and under the sea! After your airconditioned bus ride to the pier, you will board the transfer boat for a scenic cruise to the Seaworld Explorer. The
Seaworld Explorer is a state-of-the-art semi-submarine that was developed in Australia for use on the Great Barrier
Reef. The vessel does not submerge; you descend into the hull of the vessel and sit in air-conditioned comfort five
feet below the surface of the water. View amazing sea life in this cruising underwater observatory through large, clear
glass windows. The Seaworld Explorer takes you to the wreck of the Antilla, a 440-foot German freighter destroyed by
an explosion that tore the freighter, in two halves during World War II. Delight in your incredible surroundings as
your skillful captain maneuvers the semi-submarine through the heart of the Caribbean's largest shipwreck.
Returning to shore, your guide drives you to the California Lighthouse where you can admire the magnificent view of
the crashing waves of the windward coast and the tranquil waters of the Leeward shore. From here your bus takes
you to the awesome Casibari Rock Formations where you may climb the rock gardens to the top of the highest
boulder. You will then visit the second largest Natural Bridge on Aruba, a bridge of rock formed naturally by the wind
and the motion of the sea. Finally, you drive past the Gold Mill Ruins at Boca Mahos and back to Oranjestad, the
capital of Aruba.
AR05 - Sailing & Snorkeling Tour
PRICE:

ADULT: 38.00 / CHILD: 28.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

Cruise by motorized catamaran along Aruba's northwest coastline for exciting snorkeling at the shallow Malock reef
and the beautiful World War II shipwreck, Antilla, which is just below the surface. Your crew will guide you through
the turquoise water of Aruba while along the way pointing out local marine life. On the return trip, relax and enjoy
complimentary beverages as you cruise along the coast. Equipment is provided and, after the snorkeling is over, an
open bar is available. An adult must accompany children.
Minimum age: 3 years of age.
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AR06 - Aruba Sailaway Beach & Snorkel Cruise
PRICE:

ADULT: 69.00 / CHILD: 49.00 USD

DURATION:

5 Hours Approx.

This tour offers an ideal combination of sailing, snorkeling, the beach and a barbecue lunch. Board a catamaran and
cruise along the west coast of Aruba to a shallow reef, where a stop will be made for snorkeling instruction (snorkeling
gear provided) and a look at Arashi Reef. You'll then depart for the wreck of a World War II ghost ship, Antilla, for your
second snorkeling stop. Once you're-aboard, the crew will hoist the sails for the trip to Pelican Marina, where the
rhythm of Caribbean music awaits. Enjoy a delicious buffet-style luncheon while sipping rum or fruit punch, explore
Aruba's famous Palm Beach or just sit back and relax under the palm trees. Soft drinks and punch are served throughout
the tour. Rum punch will be served after snorkeling.
AR07 - Aruba Fun Cruise & Beach Tour
PRICE:

ADULT: 45.00 / CHILD: 45.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

Come aboard one of the local catamarans for a leisurely short cruise along the beautiful Aruban coastline. Sail out of the
harbor and head past Divi Beach, Eagle Beach and onto famous Palm Beach. The catamaran docks at Pelican Marina
where guests can disembark and have the opportunity to visit Aruba's famous Palm Beach, swim in its turquoise waters
or just beach comb. From the Marina, guests also have the possibility to avail themselves of the various facilities,
optional water sports, shopping arcades or casinos. On the return cruise, the boat will pass by the wreck of the Antilla
and the lighthouse. During the 3 hour tour an open bar of rum punch and soft drinks is available to participants, while
listening to Caribbean music to put you in the party mood.
AR08 - Aruba Off-Road Adventure
PRICE:

ADULT: 98.00 / CHILD: 52.00 USD

DURATION:

7 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Adventurous explorers can enjoy Aruba's countryside from the seat of a sport utility vehicle. After a short transfer,
you'll arrive at the headquarters, where you'll be assigned to a four-passenger standard transmission vehicle. (Driving
responsibilities can be rotated.) You'll then head out in caravan style toward the northern part of the island and the
California Lighthouse. From there it's off through the cunucu (countryside), with stops at the Alto Vista Chapel, Gold
Mill Ruins, the Natural Bridge and other scenic sights. After the off-road portion of the tour, board a ferry to De Palm
Island for lunch, swimming and snorkeling. At the conclusion of your tour, you'll return to the headquarters for a return
transfer back to your ship. Safari tour guide in the lead vehicle, informative stops, an island road map, refreshments,
buffet lunch, unlimited non-alcoholic beverages and snorkeling equipment are included.
Note: Many of the roads traveled on are bumpy. This tour is not recommended for pregnant women or guests with back
problems. Minimum age is 8 years old. Minimum age to drive a vehicle is 18 years old with a valid driver's license.
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AR11 - Sunset Catamaran Cruise
PRICE:

ADULT: 38.00 / CHILD: 28.00 USD

DURATION:

2 Hours Approx.

Experience the beautiful shoreline of Aruba in a catamaran while enjoying a romantic Caribbean sunset. The rhythm
of Caribbean music and the romantic, photogenic night will be your backdrop, while complimentary rum punch and
island cocktails are served. During your relaxing 1 1/2 hour sail, you will pass Aruba's capital city of Oranjestad and
the magnificent beaches for which the island has become famous. A perfect way to end your day in Aruba!
Note: The boat practices a "barefoot elegance" policy. You will be required to remove your shoes prior to boarding
the boat. Shoes are kept under your seat during the tour. Minimum Age: 3 years old.
AR26 - De Palm Island Helmet Dive
PRICE:

ADULT: 109.00 / CHILD: 59.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours Approx.

This tour combines the De Palm Island Snorkeling Adventure (AR20) with the thrill and excitement of helmet diving.
Experience this marine odyssey on the floor of the Caribbean Sea as a marine expert guides you along the ocean floor
at a depth of 20 feet. The custom made helmet will keep your hair and face dry while providing the air, weight and
stability you need. This is a SCI-tech adventure and requires no experience of any kind.
Note: The minimum age for this tour is 8 years old and the minimum weight is 80 pounds. Participants must be in
good health. This tour is not available for women who are more than three months pregnant.
AR27 - De Palm Island Snuba Adventure
PRICE:

ADULT: 109.00 / CHILD: 59.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours Approx.

This tour combines the De Palm Island Snorkeling Adventure Tour with the thrill and excitement of Snuba. Finally,
there is a way to enjoy the underwater breathing experience of scuba diving with the ease and simplicity of
snorkeling. It's called Snuba and it's perfect for those who enjoy snorkeling, but are not ready for scuba diving. After
an orientation in Snuba, with your PADI certified dive master, you'll enter the water from the beach where you'll
become familiar and comfortable with the breathing equipment. Then enjoy approximately 20-30 minutes under the
crystal-clear Caribbean waters exploring the beautiful and unusual marine life.
Note: The minimum age for this tour is 8 years old. Participants must be in good health. This tour is not available for
women who are more than three months pregnant.
AR28 - Aruba's Natural Wonders
PRICE:

ADULT: 46.00 / CHILD: 38.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

Experience the full beauty of Natural Aruba on a tour that takes you on a journey of discovery. You will first make the
scenic trip to Aruba's number one ecological attraction, The Butterfly Farm. The farm is an unforgettable encounter
with nature in all its diversity. Step into a tropical garden teeming with butterflies and prepare to meet some of the
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world's most colorful and unusual creatures. From the Butterfly Farm you will journey to the Aruba Aloe Balm Facility,
where you will take a guided tour and see the production process first hand, from leaf cutting in the fields to finished
lotions and creams in the facility. Traveling on, you will pass countless divi divi trees and cacti before arriving at the
second largest Natural Bridge on Aruba. This natural wonder has been carved of solid coral by the relentless pounding
of the surf. You will then pass the Gold Mill Ruins at Boca Mahos. The excursion ends with the scenic drive to
Oranjestad, the capital of Aruba.
AR38 - Horseback Riding
PRICE:

ADULT: 86.00 / CHILD: 86.00 USD

DURATION:

2 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Discover Aruba's nature during a Horseback riding adventure. You will be guided through the countryside to the north
coast. You will stop at a secluded beach for a refreshment and a photo stop before returning to the ranch. This tour is
for both non-experienced and experienced riders.
Note: The minimum age for this tour is 12 years old. The maximum weight for participants is 250 pounds. This tour is
not recommended for pregnant guests.

AR39 - Let's Go Latin Show
PRICE:

ADULT: 42.00 / CHILD: 28.00 USD

DURATION:

2 Hours Approx.

The elegant Crystal Theater sparkles with all the excitement of Las Vegas as the magnificent Let’s go Latin takes the
stage! It's a thrilling mix of Latin music, colorful costumes, gorgeous Cuban dancers, and an astounding display by
amazing acrobats. Come and see why Let’s go Latin is the number one show on Aruba and the biggest stage production
in the Caribbean. Free welcome drink included.
Twenty six lithe dancers dazzle the audience, wearing a total of 180 luxurious costumes, 200 headpieces and 130 pairs of
shoes. They are all professional dancers, schooled at the prestigious "Escuela de Baile y Musica" in Havana, Cuba.
This is one energetic, fast-paced show, with its main ingredients being the coolest moves, the best songs, and the most
amazing Cuban dancers imaginable. Highly recommended by tourists and locals alike, “Let’s go Latin!” should not be
missed. Show is suitable for all ages.
Note: Show length is approximately 1 hour 15 minutes.
AR40 - Aruba Panorama Presentation
PRICE:

ADULT: 9.00 / CHILD: 9.00 USD

DURATION:

At Your Leisure

Aruba Panorama is a movie of 25 minutes about Aruba's history, culture and sights. On 5 huge screens, while sitting in
comfortable seats, you will be taken on a fantastic journey watching a film on screens that will measure 66 feet wide and
10 feet high on a 155-degree semi circle. This is a unique product that can only be found in major cities such as New
York and Amsterdam, and Aruba Panorama is the first in the Caribbean.
You will find out about the history of Aruba when the island was first discovered; where the pirates used to hide; how
gold mining became very profitable; the role in World War II; the special ties and relationship with the Netherlands and
more. You will then get a taste of Aruba’s culture, religion, education, and Carnival. You will be taken on a trip over the
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island of Aruba, small in size, but big in everything that she has to offer. A journey characterized by adventure and
reality.
Note: This tour does not include transportation to the Crystal Theater. The theater is approximately a 10 minute walk
from the cruise ship pier.The Crystal Theater seats 430 people. The daily presentations are running every hour and
are scheduled for 11 a.m., 12 p.m., 1 p.m., 2 p.m., 3 p.m., 4 p.m., and 5 p.m.
AR44 - The Beach Express
PRICE:

ADULT: 34.00 / CHILD: 21.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours Approx.

This tour will begin on a colorful open–air bus, amidst background sounds of steel band music to experience the
ultimate Caribbean beach experience. Take a tour of some of the Island’s best beaches with the “Beach Express” for
a half day of swimming and snorkeling. Enjoy magnificent views of “Druif Beach,” “Eagle Beach,” "Hadicurari Beach,"
“Arashi Beach,” and make a short snorkeling stop at the “Boca Catalina,” one of the best beaches for snorkeling.
The Beach Express will then take you to the very popular and colorful “Palm Beach” located in front of the resort
area, where there are lounge chairs and umbrellas for rent, excellent facilities, restaurants, shopping and watersports available. Relax, soak up the sun and enjoy the ocean breeze and the beautiful Caribbean turquoise waters.
AR45 - Bottom Fishing
PRICE:

ADULT: 99.00 / CHILD: 49.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours Approx.

For real bottom fishing, experience the Aruba coastline and have some fun in the sun while fishing for Caribbean fish.
Don't forget to bring your camera for a picture perfect catch!
Note: The minimum age for participation is 8 years old. Lunch is included in the tour. As with all fishing tours, it is not
guaranteed that you will catch fish.
AR46 - Colors of Aruba & Baby Beach Snorkeling
PRICE:

ADULT: 39.00 / CHILD: 24.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

This tour is the perfect combination to discover Aruba’s distinctive highlights on a deluxe air-conditioned motor
coach.
Catch a glimpse of one of the island's native iguanas, goats, cacti and wind sculpted divi divi trees. You will be led to
the rugged windward coast for tremendous island views of huge boulders upon your to visit the Ayo rock formation
and the Ostrich farm. Don’t forget your bathing suit, as you will be guided to Baby Beach where you will have a
chance to take a refreshing dip in the crystal clear water and discover the beautiful marine life.
After the tour, you will have a choice of being dropped off at the Cruise terminal or in the downtown-shopping
district.
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AR47 - ATV Mania
PRICE:

ADULT: 110.00 / CHILD: 110.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours Approx.

Come and join us on an exciting tour, driving a fully automatic All Terrain Vehicle, designed for use on all types of off
road terrain. This is a guided tour through an unspoiled area of Aruba. These vehicles enable you to explore areas
where other tours cannot venture. The tour will introduce you to an area of the island which is off the beaten track
experiencing an adventurous journey through Aruba's National Park.
Minimum age to participate is 18 years old. Minimum age to drive a vehicle is 18 years old with a valid driver's license.
Limited to 1 person per vehicle.
Persons with any physical or medical conditions should not participate due to the nature of the tour.
AR48 - Sail, Snorkel, Swim & Swing!
PRICE:

ADULT: 45.00 / CHILD: 36.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours Approx.

Watch the trade winds snap the sails to life aboard this 85ft Schooner. You will set sail to three of Aruba's most inviting
swimming and snorkeling areas. Your first visits are to two shallow areas at Malmok Reefs and Boca Catalina with
tropical fish and colorful flora and fauna. Then it's off to the WWII German Shipwreck, Antilla, where you will be amazed
at the abundance of sea life that has made this sunken treasure their home.
Afterwards, the crew will "wow" you with their well practiced rope swing show. Finally, guests will try their own style of
fly and dive! Snorkel gear and instruction is included. Open bar will be offered after snorkeling.
AR49 - Aruba Town & Countryside Drive
PRICE:

ADULT: 36.00 / CHILD: 24.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

By air-conditioned motor coach, drive through the schooner harbor of Oranjestad, Aruba's capital city. Along the way
are outdoor markets displaying tropical fruits, local arts and crafts and Dutch Colonial buildings typifying the early days
of Aruba.You'll pass the Gold Mill Ruins, where gold was discovered in 1824. At Cashero and Boca Mahos, view the
famous Watapana (divi-divi) trees shaped by the trade winds. Then travel along the rugged windward side of the island
to the Natural Bridge, Aruba's most famous tourist attraction. Wind and sea have sculpted the bridge, demonstrating
the powerful forces of nature.Turning inland, you'll drive to the Casibari Rock to view these mysterious formations. The
final stop on your tour is Aruba's famous Aloe Factory where you will learn firsthand how Aloe is grown and processed.
On the way back to the ship, you'll travel along Aruba's hotel strip.
AR50 - Atlantis Submarine
PRICE:

ADULT: 89.00 / CHILD: 49.00 USD

DURATION:

1 Hour Approx.

The Atlantis submarine is the world's first submarine designed specifically for underwater passenger excursions. After a
short walk down the dock, you will board a ferry for the 30-minute transfer to the Atlantis VI. In air-conditioned comfort,
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you will descend to depths of up to 150-feet to view either a ship or an airplane wreck. Get lost in the color and
abundance of exotic fish, spectacular sponge gardens, unusual marine creatures and fascinating coral formations
unveiled through the crystal viewing ports. At the conclusion of your dive, you will return by ferry to the ship's
dock.Note: Guests must be at least 3 feet tall to participate. Minimum Age: 4 years old.
AR54 - Kukoo Kunuku Bar Stroll and Dinner
PRICE:

ADULT: 69.00 / CHILD: 69.00 USD

DURATION:

6 Hours Approx.

This original dinner and barhopping adventure takes you into the countryside and down city alleys for a true island
experience. Come ride this wacky, wonderful, one of a kind paranda Bus, hand painted and cooled by the trade
winds. It's FUN on wheels!Hop aboard the Kukoo Kunuku and shake your maracas to the beat of Caribbean music on
the way to a champagne toast. Then you are off to dine in the gardens of Residencia Sylvia, home of Arubas former
Chief of Protocol or at Laguna Pier, a romantic seaside location. Here you will be served a typical local meal under
the stars. After dinner you are off to some local favorite pubs and watering holes where the first drink of your choice
is complimentary and all others are at local price. Along the way, you will learn the island rhythms, catch the island
spirit and have a whirlwind of foot stomping fun, the perfect way for the young and restless as well as the old and
reckless to spend an evening in paradise. Dress is Kukoo Kasual!Minimum Age: 18 years old. Maximum Weight 300
pounds.
AR55 - Aruba Bar & Pub Stroll
PRICE:

ADULT: 52.00 / CHILD: 52.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours Approx.

Hop on board a wacky and wonderful, bubbly, imbibing Kukoo Kunuku Bus. A nighttime island adventure in a open
air rocking and rolling Paranda Bus, colorfully hand painted and absolute FUN on wheels. You will sing and shake
your maracas to five of Arubas favorite pubs and best kept secret watering holes where the first drink of your choice
is complimentary and all other drinks are at local prices. You will explore the back streets and country roads to the
beat of Caribbean music, learn to dance the merenge, catch the island spirit, kick up your heals and enjoy a night out
on the town Caribbean style.
The minimum age for this tour is 18. Maximum weight is 300 pounds. It is the guest's own responsibility to return to
their ship.
AR56 - Island Bike Adventure
PRICE:

ADULT: 58.00 / CHILD: 58.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Aruba's Northeast coast is still wild and totally undeveloped. It's here that the constant waves of the Atlantic crash
into the island and create such wonders as the Natural Bridge. Exploring this untamed area by mountain bike is an
adventure even experienced bikers are sure to enjoy. You'll depart the ship in an air-conditioned bus for the
approximately 30-minute scenic island drive through the center of the island to the coast. Upon arrival at the Natural
Bridge you'll have a few minutes to take some pictures of this marvel of nature prior to your ride commencing. Then
after a short briefing by the experienced guides you'll begin the ride that's primarily downwind and along a flat sand
road. There are a couple of fairly steep inclines and soft sand can be encountered from time to time. Rest stops will
be made at the Bushiribana Gold Mine and the Alto Vista Chapel where fresh fruit and a cold sports drink will be
provided. Your next stop will be in approximately 45-minutes at the California Lighthouse. From here you go briefly
on a secondary asphalt road to Arashi Beach where the shuttle bus will be waiting to return you to your ship. The
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coastal scenery on this tour is very picturesque and a camera is definitely recommended.Note: This tour is only
recommended for experienced mountain bikers and those in excellent physical condition. The duration of the ride is
approximately 10 miles. The tour includes safety gloves, helmet, backpack, fresh fruit and one sports drink. A chase
vehicle will follow the group at all times to provide needed support. A bottle of water is highly recommended. Open toed
shoes are Not Permitted.Minimum age: 12 years of age. Maximum weight is 250 pounds.Minimum height is 4 feet tall.
Maximum height is 6'6 feet tall.
AR57 - De Palm Island Snorkeling Adventure
PRICE:

ADULT: 54.00 / CHILD: 36.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Visit De Palm Island, Aruba's premier snorkeling site. By air-conditioned motor coach, enjoy a 20-minute ride through
Oranjestad. After a 5-minute ferry crossing to the island, you'll be given an orientation of the facilities. After collecting
snorkel gear and receiving instructions, enjoy the pristine waters, coral formations and colorful fish or just sunbathe. At
the conclusion of the tour, you will return by ferry and bus to the ship.Note: Unlimited complimentary snacks and
beverages are included during your stay at De Palm Island.
AR58 - Kayak Adventure
PRICE:

ADULT: 62.00 / CHILD: 62.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours Approx.

Your expedition begins on Aruba's south coast. After meeting your guides, you will man your kayaks to journey past
Spanish Lagoon, once a safe haven for Spanish sailing vessels fleeing Caribbean Pirates. You will then navigate through
the Barcadera Channel to view Aruba's Barrier Reef. You will continue to the Manguel Halto Beach where you will be
surrounded by Mangrove trees the home to many different tropical birds. You will have the opportunity to accompany
a guide out to the reef for a relaxing swim or snorkel. Enjoy a snack of fresh fruit on the beach before making the trip
back by kayak and returning to your ship.Minimum age: 10 years old.
AR59 - Half Day Jeep Safari
PRICE:

ADULT: 64.00 / CHILD: 39.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

This adventure tour is designed to give you a taste of Aruba’s highlights on a 4 x 4 Wrangler Jeep®. Your first stop will
be at the famous Ayo Rock Formation. Here you will see how nature built these granite boulders, which provide
adventure seekers with an unexplained mystery as to their appearance and creation.
Your next stop will be at the Natural Bridge, a formation of coral limestone cut out by years of pounding rough seas. The
bridge recently collapsed, but still remains as one of Aruba’s historical spots. Close by, lies the abandoned historical
ruin of Bushiribana Gold Mine which was built in the nineteenth century and operated by the Dutch and English.
En route to your next destination, you will drive by the Alto Vista Chapel. This is Aruba’s first chapel. It was built by the
Indian and Spanish Missionaries and is often referred to as the pilgrim’s church. For locals today, it is a special place for
peace and contemplation.
Your last attraction for this tour will be the popular California Lighthouse, named after the famous ship “California” that
wrecked 3 miles offshore Aruba’s coast. This is one of Aruba’s scenic trademarks. After you’ve had an adventurous tour,
you will stop at Arashi Beach for a refreshing swim.
Note: Age restrictions are from 5 years old and 70 years old.
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AR61 - Master Blaster Hydrofoil
PRICE:

ADULT: 52.00 / CHILD: 42.00 USD

DURATION:

1 Hour 30 Minutes Approx.

You'll have1 1/2 hoursof action packed fun on one of the only hydrofoil supported catamarans in the Caribbean! This
adventure ride starts when you are picked up at the cruise ship terminal aboard the Master Blaster the fastest tour
boat on Aruba. Get a unique combination of sightseeing integrated with bursts of adrenaline pumping adventure as
the boat combines speed and wave jumping. This eco-friendly ride will take you to the pelican nesting sites south of
the harbor, then north again to the turtle nesting sites, before taking in the wreck (Antilla), Arashi reef and more.
Your captain and guide will provide opportunities for you to photograph the views from unique perspectives, and at
each stop they will impart knowledge on the area and the history of Aruba, its culture and the ecosystem. Minimum
age to participate is 10 years old. Not recommended for guests with back problems, recent surgery or those who are
pregnant.
AR62 - Aruba Harley Adventure
PRICE:

ADULT: 275.00 / CHILD: 275.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Have fun in the sun in Aruba while exploring the rugged back roads with the Aruba Harley Adventure. Your first stop
will be the California Light House, one of the most popular stops of the island. Secondly, you will visit Alto Vista
Chapel. This is Aruba's first chapel and it was built by the Indians and Spanish Missionaries. It is often referred to as
the pilgrims' church. For locals today it is a special place for peace and contemplation. Then it's off to the Casibari
Rock Formation. These huge granite boulders look like they have been stacked on top of each other by giants, which
provide adventure seekers with an unexplained mystery. Lastly, you will drive by France Pass which is a picturesque
road on the way to Balashi Gold Mine Ruins, an important part of Aruba's history. Minimum age to participate is 18
years old. Guests must have a valid motorcycle license. The price of the tour is per motorcycle (up to two persons
per motorcycle). Only drivers need to have valid motorcycle license.
AR63 - Aruba Sights & Swim
PRICE:

ADULT: 28.00 / CHILD: 14.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours Approx.

Experience the island’s historical and natural landmarks from the comfort of your air-conditioned motor coach.
Learn more about the California Lighthouse, drive by the Casibari Rock Formation and make a stop at the Natural
Bridge Ruins through a fully narrated tour. You’ll then be taken to the very popular and colorful Palm Beach for
swimming, beach combing or just relaxing. There are facilities available at the beach such as restaurants, shops and
colorful bars. Umbrellas and chairs are available for a nominal fee. Your tour will conclude back at the pier or in the
downtown area.
AR66 - Aruba's Best Sites by Land and Sea
PRICE:

ADULT: 52.00 / CHILD: 52.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

This land and sea tour is the perfect combination to experience the best sites of the island.
Step onboard, where your experienced guide will welcome you to a fantastic ride through Aruba’s west coast. Here
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you’ll view the best beaches for great photo opportunities while listening to the narrative tour where you’ll learn about
Aruba’s history, their participation in W.W.II, famous shipwrecks, their culture and much more. All this, while you enjoy
an open bar.
Then, you’ll arrive at Pelican Marina, at Palm Beach, where you’ll have half an hour to relax at this location. Browse
through the souvenirs shops or just relax and enjoy Aruba’s trade winds on the sugar-white beach. Then your
customized open Caribbean bus will be waiting to entertain you and take you to the different land sites like no one else.
During your ride, you will visit the Lighthouse, Alto Vista chapel, Casibari (rock formation, from this high point, you’ll
see 40% of the island), the Hotel District and back to the cruise terminal, leaving you plenty of time to shop or do other
activities.
ZA01 - Scuba Dive With Equipment
PRICE:

ADULT: 87.00 / CHILD: 87.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours Approx.

Upon boarding your dive boat dockside, you will be briefed on your two dives. Your dive sites will be chosen based on
visibility and surface conditions. Aruba is the home of the best wreck diving in the Caribbean and prolific living coral
reefs. This two-tank dive will be a chance to interact with a variety of marine life. This is limited to certified divers who
have been on a dive within the last two years. Certified divers must present a valid certification "C" card in order to
participate. This tour is only offered on certain ships.
Note: Tank and weights are included for all divers. Equipment package includes regulator, B.C., mask, fins, and snorkel.
Minimum Age: 10 years old.
ZA02 - Scuba Dive Without Equipment
PRICE:

ADULT: 77.00 / CHILD: 77.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours Approx.

Upon boarding your dive boat dockside, you will be briefed on your two dives. Your dive sites will be chosen based on
visibility and surface conditions. Aruba is the home of the best wreck diving in the Caribbean and prolific living coral
reefs. This two-tank dive will be a chance to interact with a variety of marine life. This is limited to certified divers who
have been on a dive within the last two years. Certified divers must present a valid certification "C" card in order to
participate. This tour is only offered on certain ships.
Note: Tank and weights are included for all divers. Minimum age to participate is 10 years old.
ZA03 - Aruba Discover Scuba Diving
PRICE:

ADULT: 99.00 / CHILD: 99.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours Approx.

With this tour, you will have the opportunity to get an introduction into the wonderful sport of Scuba Diving. You will be
picked up at the terminal and brought to the Scuba base, where you will be given your equipment. You are then
escorted to the Allegro Occidental Resorts swimming pool, where the Dive Instructor starts with the introduction into
the theory and skills of scuba diving. Guests are then divided amongst different instructors (max 4 perinstructor. In the
pool you will go over the skills just shown to you. After the pool session, you and your Instructor will go to the pier,
where one of the dive boats will be waiting to take you to your dive. The dive is never deeper than 25 feet and takes a
maximum of 45 minutes. After returning to the pier, guests will be brought back to the Cruise Terminal. This tour is only
offered on certain ships.
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Minimum Age: 10 years old.
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Willemstad, Curacao
CU02 - Discover Curacao
PRICE:

ADULT: 44.00 / CHILD: 32.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Enjoy the countryside of Curacao, the city of Willemstad and two island attractions on this tour. By bus, you'll head west
past the salt flats to San the countryside before proceeding to the Hato Caves. Deep within the cliffs is a dramatic
collection of grottos filled with stalagmites and stalactites. After climbing the 50 steps to the entrance, you'll tour the
caves or independently explore Petroglyph Trail. Continuing on, you will arrive at the Curacao Museum. Founded in
1946, it is housed in the former military hospital. The museum combines contemporary art with an exhibition of life in
Curacao during the mid-19th century. In the downtown shopping district, you'll drive by the major points of interest
including the Mikve Israel Emmanuel Synagogue, the oldest synagogue in the Western Hemisphere.
CU03 - Seaworld Explorer
PRICE:

ADULT: 42.00 / CHILD: 29.00 USD

DURATION:

1 Hour 45 Minutes Approx.

This fascinating, moving, underwater observatory gives everyone a chance to explore the underwater world of Curacao.
From the pier in Willemstad, you'll be taken on a short bus ride to where you will board the Seaworld Explorer, a semisubmersible. From there you will embark on a narrated tour of the magnificent coral reefs along the south side of the
island. You'll see dozens of tropical fish, as well as delicate colonies of coral. A diver will feed the fish outside your
viewing windows.
CU04 - Spanish Water Snorkel Expedition
PRICE:

ADULT: 42.00 / CHILD: 42.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

Your tour will begin by departing the dock by boat, and then continue along the coastline of Curacao. As you pass by
the beautiful beaches, your guides will point out historical and cultural points of interest. You will see beautiful Caracas
Bay and Jan Thiel on your way to the one of the best snorkeling sites of Curacao, The Sunken Tugboat. As the boat
dances on the waves at the sunken tugboat site, you can swim and snorkel or, if you prefer, simply relax on the boat.
You will no doubt appreciate the abundant marine life as you explore this area. The tugboat has been submerged for so
long that it has become encrusted with multi-colored coral that allows great photo opportunities. After your underwater
exploration, enjoy a rum or fruit punch as you make your scenic return to the ship, enhanced by the sounds of local
music provided by the onboard disc jockey.
TOUR NOTE: Snorkeling gear will be provided; remember to wear your swimsuit under your clothing and bring
sunscreen, sunglasses, a hat, camera (underwater camera, too!), and a towel.
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CU06 - Kayak Tour
PRICE:

ADULT: 69.00 / CHILD: 69.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Your adventure begins with a scenic trip to Jan Sofat. Driving over the Queen Juliana Bridge, you are offered a
magnificent view of the old commercial center, Punda and Otrabanda. You will continue on through Salinja, the
second largest commercial center of Curacao.
Arriving at Jan Sofat you will be given a brief safety and instructional talk on the use of your kayak. As you paddle
your kayak through the Spanish Water, your guide will explain the natural wonders surrounding you and will answer
any questions. You journey on to Barbara Beach, but before the beach, you must first meet the most challenging
portion of your adventure… you must cross Storm Plas! It is at Storm where the outgoing and incoming flux meet.
Enjoy a feeling of accomplishment as you arrive at Barbara Beach. You will pull your kayak on the pier and enjoy a
relaxing swim or snorkel in the beautiful waters. Afterwards, revitalized, you will paddle back to our starting point at
Jan Sofat and change into dry clothes before making the trip back to the ship.
TOUR NOTE: All participants must handle a paddle and assist with the maneuvering of the kayak. Remember to wear
your swimsuit under your clothing; bring sunscreen, sunglasses, a hat, camera, and towel. A lifejacket will be issued
to each passenger and is absolutely required on this trip with no exception.
Tour Restrictions: Passengers must be in good physical condition; No children under 12 years of age. This tour is not
suitable for the physically challenged and is not recommended for pregnant women.
CU07 - Curacao Mountain Bike Adventure
PRICE:

ADULT: 58.00 / CHILD: 58.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Trek your way through one of the most picturesque and historical parts of Curacao on a unique biking adventure.
Prior to departure you will be fitted with your bike and gear while your guide briefs you on the rules of the road for
safety and what you might see.
The tour takes place in the surrounding areas of Caracas Bay and Jan Thiel. This historical area dates back to the
time of the Dutch settlers. Along the way your guide will make stops to explain the various points of interest. The
route is primarily off-road and includes a few adventurous challenges along the trail. After the bike portion of the
tour you will have a chance to refresh, relax and swim at a beach before been transported back to your ship.
Restrictions: Participants must be at least 15 years old and tall enough to ride an adult size bike, a competent bike
rider and weigh no more than 250 lbs. This tour is not for pregnant women, people with back injuries, a heart
problem or asthma.
CU08 - Curacao Snorkeling Tour
PRICE:

ADULT: 34.00 / CHILD: 24.00 USD

DURATION:

2 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Your tour begins with the narrator pointing out the Pontoon Bridge, the Palace of the Governor and the two most
important forts, while you are heading South-East relaxing in the sun or in a shaded area. En route, a snorkel briefing
will be given of your upcoming adventure.
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Arriving at your snorkel site, Caracas Bay Island, you are equipped with snorkel gear and ready to jump into the crystal
clear blue water. You are actually in the heart of the Underwater Park of Curacao and one of the best Caribbean snorkel
sites for over ten (10) years.
The highlight is the sunken tug-boat at a depth of 12 feet surrounded by impressive habitat and different types of fish.
You may choose your own pace, however the guides are around to show you this magnificent world. A tropical fruitpunch is served to cool-off.
Note: This tour can be conducted by either boat or bus.
Minimum Age: 8 years old.
CU18 - Willemstad Trolley Tour
PRICE:

ADULT: 31.00 / CHILD: 31.00 USD

DURATION:

1 Hour 45 Minutes Approx.

By taxi you will cross Queen Juliana Suspension Bridge to board the Willemstad Trolley Train. Enjoy a guided tour of
this quaint city with its distinctive Dutch architecture. Starting in Punda, the train will pass Pietermaai Cathedral. Then
continue past many interesting sights, including the Mikve Israel Emmanuel Synagogue, the oldest synagogue in the
Western Hemisphere, the Queen Wilhelmina Park and the Waterfort Arches. Finally, you'll stop and visit Fort
Amsterdam, built in 1635 to guard the vital entrance to the harbor from enemy ships. After the tour you can remain in
town independently, or return directly to the ship.
CU19 - Jewish Heritage Tour
PRICE:

ADULT: 45.00 / CHILD: 27.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

Astonishingly enough, Curacao offers the oldest Synagogue in constant use and the oldest Jewish cemetery in the
Western Hemisphere. The first group of Sephardim Jews arrived in 1651 and still prove the be an important part of this
multi-cultural society.
You will have a specialized Jewish tourist guide to visit Beth Haim, the oldest Jewish cemetery of the New World in a
comfortable air-conditioned motor coach. Your guide will explain the traditions of the burial ceremony of the Jews and
how this heritage kept its glory, even in the 21st century. You will walk between the tombs and often guests are
recognizing some familiarity from ancient generations by reading the tombstones.
The next stop is a visit at Landhouse Bloemhof, mansion of a Sephardim family, bought by Mrs. Emma Maduro-Lopez
and used in the past as a family retreat and vacation house. The archives of the property have been and still are well
preserved, showing that it was first sold in 1735, thus making the building at least 268 years old. In Dutch the name
Bloemhof literally means the flower garden which can not be missed around the garden, as well as the sculpture portion
in the yard surrounding the house.
Rejoin your coach for a scenic overview from Salia to the capital Willemstad to visit the Synagogue Mikv Israel Emanuel,
built in 1732 (5490 the Jewish Year), the oldest one in constant use in the Western Hemisphere. From outside the
building you already sense this spectacular highlight inside, where the specialized guide will point out the important
assets. The floor covered with sand indicates its origin from Spain/Portugal, however home to the majority of Jews on
Curaao. After this particular tour you may remain in the city, providing your own transportation back to the ship, or
return directly to the vessel in your motor coach.
Note: Tour may not be operated on Jewish Holidays.
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CU20 - Curacao Beach Express - Fun Bus
PRICE:

ADULT: 39.00 / CHILD: 39.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

Travel to the west side of Curacao on a one-of-a-kind, hand painted Tropical Bus. The Beach Express takes you to the
“other side” of the island where nature reigns and beaches are unspoiled. While enjoying the scenery, your host
provides you with interesting information about Curaçao as you pass by historic plantation houses, panoramic
mountain views, wildlife, salt flats and flamingos. After a fun and relaxing ride you will come to Blue Bay Beach
Resort, where you can enjoy swimming in the beautiful Caribbean waters, snorkeling or just relaxing.
CU22 - Sea and See
PRICE:

ADULT: 56.00 / CHILD: 44.00 USD

DURATION:

2 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

This tour combines a trip on the Seaworld Explorer semi-submarine with a City Highlights Tour to give you the best
of Curacao on land and sea. Leaving the dock, you make the scenic trip to the Seaworld Explorer. The vessel does not
submerge; you descend into the hull of this cruising underwater observatory and sit in air-conditioned comfort five
feet below the surface of the water, as you explore sea life through large, clear glass windows. As you embark on a
narrated tour of the coral reefs along the south side of the island, you will notice a wall dropping sharply to depths of
several hundred feet, which you can clearly observe from your underwater viewpoint. You see dozens of tropical fish
as well as delicate colonies of coral that were thousands of years in the making. Then watch in awe as hungry fish
that he feeds by hand right in front of your window surrounds a diver.
Once back on land, you cross over the Queen Juliana Bridge, 200 feet above Willemstad, where you will stop for a 5
minute photo stop with magnificent view over Punda and Otrobanda, the 2 sides of our natural harbor St Ana Bay.
From there on you continue to the Chobolobo Liquor Distillery where you can sample some of Curacao's famous
liqueurs. You will then return to Punda where your guide points out the major landmarks like the floating market and
the synagogue. You have a choice of being dropped in town or taken back to the ship.
CU23 - Day at the Beach by Boat
PRICE:

ADULT: 26.00 / CHILD: 26.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours Approx.

Your relaxing day at the Beach begins with a scenic boat trip from the ship dock. As you travel along Curacao’s
coastline to van der Valk Beach, you will have a great view of some of Curacao’s monuments and beautiful beaches.
Upon arrival you may relax on your complementary beach chair as you sip your complementary beverage, take a
swim, a walk, or just sit beneath the shade of a coconut tree. A bar & restaurant as well as restrooms are located on
the beach for your convenience.
Please Note: Participants should wear swimsuit under clothing, sunscreen and sunglasses as well as carry a towel.
One soft drink is included upon arrival.
Tour Restrictions: Passengers have to be able to navigate steps safely without assistance to board the transfer boat.
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CU28 - Ostrich Farm & Aloe Plantation
PRICE:

ADULT: 48.00 / CHILD: 24.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

Venture outside of the city to visit two unique farms in Curacao. First, crossing the Queen Julia Bridge at 200 feet above
sea level, take in the spectacular view of the capital Willemstad. Heading northeast, pass by the Franklin D. Roosevelt
House, the American consulate on the island. Yourguide points out interesting sites along the way before arriving at the
Aloe Plantation of Curaao, where a professional Aloe expert explains the wonderful traits of, and many uses for this
miracle-like plant.
Continue on to the Ostrich Farm, the largest of its kind outside of Africa. Following a warm reception, embark on a safari
jeep with the ostrich guide, and enjoy an opportunity to interact with the earth's largest birds. Give a try to hand feed
these birds, while others look on and shoot their cameras at your antics. Experience the ostrich's development from egg
to adult, and perhaps witness a little surprise emerging from an egg. Keep your eye out for the ostrich dance, performed
by a male named Don Juan. The return drive to the ship in a southeasterly course affords further scenic views of
Curaao.
CU30 - Curacao Eco Hike
PRICE:

ADULT: 45.00 / CHILD: 45.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

Your tour will begin by meeting your guide at the dock. You will then travel to the beginning of the trail by taxi van
where a briefing on hiking and safety will be held.
The major portion of the tour will be spent along the salt plane hiking trail through a nice scenery part of Curaao with a
rich history and interesting nature. You will witness Curaaos rough cost and beach line and it is very likely you will
encounter several lizards and iguanas.
The guide will give you information about the trail, the area, history and nature at the trail.
Please note: You should be able to walk and climb on trail with differences in height, sand, gravel and rocks. To fully
participate may require extended periods of walking over even and uneven surfaces, steep terrain and/or water activity
in a slight current. There may be steps, inclines, cobblestone surfaces, and extended periods of standing. Participants
with physical limitations should take this into account. The minimum age for participation is 12 years old.
CU31 - Curacao Jeep Safari
PRICE:

ADULT: 72.00 / CHILD: 72.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

You will be picked up at the dock and guided to the Landrover jeeps. There you will get a briefing and safety
instructions in reference to driving in open vehicles, specifically in the wild Curacao terrain.
After you have been seated in the vehicles you will be driven towards the wild terrain, where your 4x4 outdoor
adventure will start. Driving through Curacaos wild nature terrain, with cacti, divi-divi trees, and possible spotting of
wara wara birds of pray, lizards, flamingos, and wild pigs will certainly be one of the highlights of your cruise holiday.
A refreshing beach break, with the possibility for a nice swim, will be held at one of Curacaos beautiful beach coves,
where you can have a cool drink and a tasty snack.
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After the beach break you will enjoy a scenic drive back to the ship.
Please note: This tour is not recommended for guests with back problems or who are pregnant. The minimum age for
participation is 6 years old.
CU32 - Ancient Curacao
PRICE:

ADULT: 44.00 / CHILD: 28.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours Approx.

This tour of the island’s history will begin as you pass by the smaller parts of the city en route to the Western part of
the island. A photo stop will be made on top of the Ascension Estate, overlooking the city. You’ll then stop at the
slave hut where a guide will tell you about the history of the enslaved Africans that lived in Curacao. Inside, there is a
small museum of typical artifacts found during this time. This museum forms a part of the Afro-Caribbean heritage.
You’ll then cross the island to visit St. Martha Estate. This 17th century house is located on a hill at the St. Martha
Bay. It is a true monument of plantation life, situated on the plantation of “Groot Santa Martha”. The estate was
known for its sugarcanes and cattle breeding. Nowadays the estate is used as a social workshop providing a
sheltered environment to the disabled. A local guide walks you around the property and you can see for yourself how
they make beautiful souvenirs.
Then it is off to the 18th century Jan Kok Estate. This is the private museum and gallery of local artist Nena Sanchez.
She is famous for her Dutch Caribbean sceneries with fascinating bright colors. You can walk around and see her
fantastic art. The estate is decorated like a museum and besides her own art there is a lot you can explore in and
around this house.
Note: The workshop in St. Martha Estate will be closed on Saturdays and Sundays but the property will still be open
as well as their souvenir shop.
CU33 - Cultural Curacao
PRICE:

ADULT: 42.00 / CHILD: 32.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

Board your air-conditioned bus en route to the Riffort Village. From the bus, you can take pictures of the famous
Emma Bridge, Colonial Mansions and Fort Amsterdam. Then it is off to Bloemhof Estate for your first stop.
Here you’ll find a beautiful restored plantation house. A guide will show you around the museum and gallery. The
main building (1735) is now a meeting place for art lovers. It houses exhibits as well as cultural items of interest. In
Dutch “Bloemhof” literally means “Flower Garden”, which you cannot miss! The sculpture garden makes it very
interesting to wander around and take pictures.
Your second stop will be at the Dinah Veeris Botanical Gardens. She or her crew will lead you around through this
wonderful garden and tell you about authentic trees and enormous variety of herbs and their uses. You can browse
the natural products and herbs sold at their shop or visit the small cottages located in the back of the garden, which
give you an idea of how people lived in the past. After a refreshing drink, you will re-board your bus for a scenic drive
back to the cruise ship pier.
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CU34 - Mixed Curacao
PRICE:

ADULT: 47.00 / CHILD: 28.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours 15 Minutes Approx.

With this tour you will enjoy the diversity that Curaçao has to offer. It will be a mix between history, culture, art and
architecture.
Your first stop will be at the art gallery of a local artist, Yubi Kirindongo. His work is considered to be a true example of
Caribbean art. Last year one of his guests was the royal Prince of the Netherlands. Yubi makes art from recycled
materials and is well known in Europe and in the region.
After a short drive, you will arrive at the impressive Hato Caves. It is a home to beautiful limestone formations, the
famous Madonna statue and a colony of seldom seen long nose fruit bats. A small path will lead you to the pre historical
Indian wall paintings. The variety of stalagmites and stalactites are impressive.
Heading back to the city center, you will enjoy a walking tour through the historical center of Otrobanda. The guide will
inform you about the characteristic architecture, aging back to the 18th century. Some buildings are now part of the
Unesco World Heritage Monuments.
Your tour will conclude at the Museum Kura Hulanda. This museum is housed in recently restored buildings and
situated right at the city center harbor of Willemstad. The place where Dutch entrepreneurs once traded and
transshipped enslaved Africans along with other ‘commercial goods’. This museum impressively exhibits the TransAtlantic Slave Trade in its totally. Museum Kura Hulanda further exhibits a big collection of traditional artifacts from
continental Africa as well as Afro Caribbean artifacts.
From here it is a short walk back to the ship or you can stay in the city center and cross the famous Emma Bridge to
Punda’s shopping district.
CU35 - Cat Sailing & Beach Day
PRICE:

ADULT: 76.00 / CHILD: 76.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours Approx.

You’ll be transferred to Jan Thiel Beach, where your beach chair awaits. Enjoy the beautiful views of the Caribbean Sea,
swim, relax or just work on your tan.
This wonderful beach has facilities including a restaurant, bar, lounge beds, scuba center and a variety of water sports.
During the day, you will sail on one of the Catamarans for approximately one hour. Beach catamaran sailing is
spectacular due to the combination of wind, waves, speed and small size boat. Guests will be given full instructions on
how to sail themselves.
Note: Minimum age to participate is 16 years old and maximum is 60 years old. Maximum weight limit is 198 pounds.
Special Note: Note: Other activities are available at extra cost. However, participation is at guest's own risk and Royal
Caribbean International cannot be held responsible for guests deciding to avail themselves of such activities.
Participation in any activity is solely at the discretion of the guest.
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CU37 - UNESCO World Heritage City Walk
PRICE:

ADULT: 24.00 / CHILD: 24.00 USD

DURATION:

2 Hours Approx.

After a short briefing by your guide on the tour and the route, you will walk to the Rif Fort where the guide will
explain the history of the area. On your way to the city center of Punda, with its world famous colored houses, you
will cross the St Anna Bay by public ferry. This will give you a unique photo and video opportunity of the city.
At the ‘handelskade’ you will pass by Punda’s shopping area and your guide will inform you of its colorful history.
Another of Curacao’s “must see” areas is the famous “floating market” where merchants from Venezuela sell their
fruits and vegetables.
A refreshing welcome drink will await you at the Maritime Museum where you can see the nautical history of
Curaçao. At the end of the tour you can walk back to the ship through “Punda”, on your own, while enjoying shopping
and some more sightseeing opportunities.
Note: Minimum age to participate is 12 years old.

CU38 - Ocean Discovery Tour
PRICE:

ADULT: 52.00 / CHILD: 36.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

Your tour will commence at the pier as you board your bus en route to the Maritime Museum. On the way, a brief
stop will be made before crossing the Caribbean’s highest bridge for a great photo opportunity of the city and its
surroundings.
A guided tour through the Maritime Museum will be given upon arrival. It houses exhibits from the colonial era all the
way to the present-day harbor activities. Afterwards, you will visit the Curacao Sea Aquarium. At the aquarium, you
will have the opportunity to see the various demonstrations and feedings. Free time will be given to visit the souvenir
shop or grab snack or drink before your narrated drive back to the pier.

ZE01 - Animal Encounter Scuba Adventure
PRICE:

ADULT: 89.00 / CHILD: 89.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

A natural tidal pool at the edge of a beautiful coral reef is home to sharks, turtles and stingrays. Here divers can have
the unforgettable experience of hand-feeding these animals. The sharks and turtles are behind fencing with five big
plexiglass windows with feeding holes. The animals can be seen, fed and filmed close up. The stingrays and other fish
swim among the divers. The option of having pictures or a video made is available and may be purchased at the end
of the dive. In addition to your 30 to 40 minute dive, you will have time to explore the Seaquarium before returning to
the ship. This is available to non-certified divers as it operates in only 12 feet of water. A complete PADI-approved
familiarization is conducted on scuba equipment and safety prior to the dive. Medical restrictions apply and the
minimum age is 12 years. See the SeaTrek Dive Shop for details. This tour is only offered on certain ships.
Minimum Age: 12 years old.
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ZE02 - Scuba Dive With Equipment
PRICE:

ADULT: 95.00 / CHILD: 95.00 USD

DURATION:

5 Hours Approx.

You will be picked up from the Harbor by boat or taxi and you will ride along the beautiful island coast for about twenty
minutes to the Toucan Diving facilities at Kontiki Beach. Your dive masters and instructors will brief you about the dive
site, time, and safety and will distribute all equipment needed for this tour. Valuables may be stored inside the dive
shop’s classroom.
With your gear on, you will walk to the beach and enter the water at the protected lagoon. Guided by your dive master
you will swim through the breakwater and out to the reef. A buoy and a submerged reference marker indicate the entry
point. Take time to look for jawfish, flounder, and other small inhabitants of the sandy bottom. The dive continues on a
gentle slope, starting at 25 feet and going down to 300+ feet, but you will only go to 60 feet, while enjoying some
spectacular hard corals, gorgonians, colorful reef fish, moray eels, and other sea life.
After the first dive of about 45 to 50 minutes, you will surface-swim back to the dive shop, change your tank, have fruit,
water or lemonade, rest, and warm up for your second dive, which will be on the same or opposite side of the reef depending on the current - at a depth of 45 feet or less. You will enter and exit the water in the same manner as before.
This tour is offered only on certain ships.
Note: This is limited to certified divers who have been on a dive within the last year. Certified divers must present a
valid "C" card in order to participate. Minors over 12 years old must be accompanied by a parent or guardian.

ZE03 - Scuba Dive Without Equipment
PRICE:

ADULT: 80.00 / CHILD: 80.00 USD

DURATION:

5 Hours Approx.

You will be picked up from the Harbor by boat or taxi and you will ride along the beautiful island coast for about twenty
minutes to the Toucan Diving facilities at Kontiki Beach. Your dive masters and instructors will brief you about the dive
site, time, and safety and will distribute the equipment needed for this tour. Valuables may be stored inside the dive
shop’s classroom.
With your gear on, you will walk to the beach and enter the water at the protected lagoon. Guided by your dive master
you will swim through the breakwater and out to the reef. A buoy and a submerged reference marker indicate the entry
point. Take time to look for jawfish, flounder, and other small inhabitants of the sandy bottom. The dive continues on a
gentle slope, starting at 25 feet and going down to 300+ feet, but you will only go to 60 feet, while enjoying some
spectacular hard corals, gorgonians, colorful reef fish, moray eels, and other sea life.
After the first dive of about 45 to 50 minutes, you will surface-swim back to the dive shop, change your tank, have fruit,
water or lemonade, rest, and warm up for your second dive, which will be on the same or opposite side of the reef depending on the current - at a depth of 45 feet or less. You will enter and exit the water in the same manner as before.
This tour is offered only on certain ships. Only tanks and weights are included in this program.
Note: This is limited to certified divers who have been on a dive within the last year. Certified divers must present a
valid "C" card in order to participate. Minors over 12 years old must be accompanied by a parent or guardian.
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ZE04 - Dolphin Encounter
PRICE:

ADULT: 109.00 / CHILD: 109.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

A safe and exciting interactive dolphin program for all ages! This will be the adventure of your life that you will never
forget. Step onto our shallow platform to actually embrace and caress the most amazing animals of the sea “The
Dolphins”. A dolphin behaviorist will guide you while teaching you dolphin biology, behavior, and conservation. No
aquatic skills are required for this safe and unforgettable experience.
Note: This tour is only available on certain ships.
ZE05 - Dolphin Swim
PRICE:

ADULT: 209.00 / CHILD: 209.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

This tour offers you the rare opportunity to swim and play with a beautiful Bottlenose Dolphin.
Upon entering the lagoon you will first become acquainted with the dolphins through one of our dolphin trainers.
Then taking the interaction one step further, guests can swim and play with the dolphins under supervision. You can
even take an exciting “dorsal ride”.
Groups are kept to a maximum of 6 people in order to give you the opportunity to examine and study the dolphin’s
characteristics.
Get into the fascinating world of the dolphins swim, learn and enjoy this unique Dolphin Adventure.
Minimum age: 8 years old
This tour is offered only on certain ships.
ZE06 - PADI Scuba Diver Certification Course
PRICE:

ADULT: 249.00 / CHILD: 249.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Most of the world is covered with water. Participate in the PADI Scuba Diver Course onboard and discover what
you’ve been missing. This quick and easy course was designed with the vacationer in mind.
The PADI Scuba Diver program is a wonderful and exciting opportunity to explore the underwater world with the
comfort and safety of having an experienced PADI SeaTrek Dive Instructor beside you every step of the way.
Throughout the course you’ll learn the basics of diving through participation in pool dives, knowledge development
sessions and 2 exciting open water dives in some of the best locations in the world. Upon completion of the short
course, you will be awarded the PADI Scuba Diver certification. PADI certifications are the most recognized forms of
diver education worldwide. Your certification is like a passport, allowing you beginner level access to some of the
best diving in the world. It also allows you to pursue further training in diving.
While in Curacao enjoy the breathtaking beauty of one of the top diving locations in the Caribbean. During your two
open water-training dives with your professional PADI SeaTrek Instructor, you’ll experience the fascinating
underwater world. A short skill assessment will test your knowledge and underwater comfort level. Once you’ve
completed both of these dives, you’re ready to begin a lifetime of underwater adventure!
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Price includes: 2 Open Water training dives and all gear; except mask and snorkel. Successful completion of pool and
academic training required prior to the dives, which is conducted on board ship. Scuba equipment is available for
purchase at the SeaTrek Dive Shop on board at tax and duty free prices.
Duration: 4 1/2 hrs in Curacao and approximately 12 hrs overall including pool dives and knowledge reviews.
Please print and fill out the attached PADI Medical History Questionnaire. A positive response on the medical history
questionnaire does not necessarily mean you can’t dive, but you will need to consult with your physician prior to
coming onboard. Also attached is the Physicians guide to the Diving Medical. This is a simple guide for your physician
to use to determine if diving is safe and suitable for you.
Diving is an adventure like no other. Enjoy a fantastic cruise, and enjoy everything the sea has to offer, above and below
the waves. Get out there. Minimum Age: 12 years old.Please note this course is only offered on certain ships.
***This excursion needs completed PADI Medical Release Form to participate.<a href="http://shorex.rccl.com/rC/
PADIMedicalRelease.pdf"
You will need Adobe Acrobat to view the PADI Medical Release Form. If you do not have Adobe Acrobat, Please click on
the Acrobat Reader image to download Adobe Acrobat.
<a href="http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html" target="_blank"
ZE07 - Sea Lion Swim
PRICE:

ADULT: 109.00 / CHILD: 109.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

This tour offers you the unique opportunity to swim and play with a sea lion. Upon entering the lagoon you will first
become acquainted with the sea lion through one of the sea lion trainers. Then taking the interaction one step further
you will be able to swim with the playful and inquisitive animals. Please note: minimum age is 12 yrs and participants
must know how to swim. No cameras allowed in the water with the sea lions.
This tour is only offered on certain ships.
ZE09 - Sea Aquarium Admission
PRICE:

ADULT: 25.00 / CHILD: 20.00 USD

DURATION:

At Your Leisure

At the Curacao Sea Aquarium a tour guide will guide you around to provide a general view of what the Curacao Sea
Aquarium has to offer. You will be able to see many different coral reef fish, sharks, turtles, dolphins, sea lions and a lot
more.
Join your family and friends after their activity to look at their pictures or video taken by our professional
photographers. To complete the tour there will be enough time to see more of the aquarium and dolphins at the
Curacao Sea Aquarium.
Please note: Transportation to and from the Seaquarium is not included, although at designated times there will be
representatives from the Seaquarium to assist the guests with arranging transportation.
This tour is only offered on certain ships.
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ZE10 - Animal Encounter Snorkel
PRICE:

ADULT: 58.00 / CHILD: 58.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

A safe and exciting water adventure for non-snorkelers or experience snorkelers in just 12 feet of water. Feel the thrill
of hand feeding sharks, turtles, stingrays and beautiful Caribbean fish. An exciting in water adventure! Not to worry
though, safety comes first at the Curacao Sea Aquarium. Sharks and turtles are fed through holes in fitted Plexiglas
windows.
The PADI certified instructors will lead you step by step through all the phases of this unforgettable adventure. So
even if you have never been snorkeling in your life you can join this unforgettable adventure.
After the snorkeling there is time to see the pictures that were made of the snorkel adventure. Prints can be
purchased. To complete the tour there will be enough time to visit the aquarium.
This tour is only offered on certain ships.
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San Juan, Puerto Rico
SJ01 - Old & New San Juan City Tour
PRICE:

ADULT: 27.00 / CHILD: 27.00 USD

DURATION:

2 Hours Approx.

Experience both modern and colonial San Juan during this excursion. You will visit Fort San Cristobal, a 17th-century
military fortification, the largest ever built by the Spanish. The Spaniards built San Cristobal and the city walls to defend
San Juan from attack. You'll have time to explore the tunnels and other ingenious defenses. You'll also see historic
landmarks such as the San Jose Church, the Governor's Mansion, the Cristo Chapel, El Convento Hotel and other
historical areas. You'll also visit the Condado section of New San Juan, with its rows of modern condominiums and
luxury hotels. You have the option of ending the tour in the shopping area of Old San Juan and either returning to the
ship independently or returning directly to the ship.Note: Guests taking this tour at the end of their cruise vacation,
please verify your flight time prior to booking. This tour is only available to guests with domestic flights departing from
San Juan at 2:30 PM or later, and guests with international flights departing from San Juan at 3:30 pm or later. The tour
will conclude at the airport. For in-transit sailings to San Juan this tour will return to the vessel.
SJ02 - El Yunque Rain Forest Tour
PRICE:

ADULT: 36.00 / CHILD: 36.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

A popular side trip out of San Juan is to El Yunque Rain Forest. During the 1 1/2 hour drive, you'll pass towns and rural
communities en route to one of Puerto Rico's finest spots of natural beauty. El Yunque encompasses 28,000 acres and
reaches an elevation of 3,526 feet, so it is pleasantly cool. The rain forest averages 200-inches of rainfall a year, making
the tropical woodlands lush. Upon arrival at Bao Grande, a natural swimming pool, you will depart on a 25-minute walk
on Camimitillo trail. Along the way you'll see the artificial nest of the Puerto Rican parrot, flora and fauna of the Palo
Colorado forest, and other forest inhabitants. You will make a short stop at the interpretive station before re-boarding
buses for a short ride to the Yohaku observation tower. You'll stop at Coca Waterfall, once believed to be the fountain of
youth.
Note to guests taking this tour at the end of their cruise vacation: Please verify your flight time prior to booking. This
tour is only available to guests with domestic flights departing from San Juan at 5:30 pm or later, or guests with
international flights departing from San Juan at 6:30 pm or later. The tour will conclude at the airport. For IN-TRANSIT
sailings to San Juan, this tour will return to the vessel. Swimming in El Yunque is not available during this tour.
SJ03 - City Tour & Bacardi Rum Distillery
PRICE:

ADULT: 33.00 / CHILD: 33.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours Approx.

This tour takes you for a visit to view the massive ancient fortresses and the great stone walls that have protected the
capital since the conquistadors built it in the 16th century. A stop is made at the San Cristobal Fortress where you have
the opportunity to explore the old fort at your leisure. This is an unaccompanied visit and guests should be aware that
the walk into the fort includes a steep gradient. During the drive through the old city, you will see many restored
buildings that give Old San Juan its Spanish colonial flavor. Afterwards, the tour continues to the world famous Bacardi
Rum Distillery, where you will have the opportunity to learn about the San Juan history and the development of its
unique sugar cane industry. You will enter the new Bacardi Amphitheater where you will see the complete history of the
Bacardi family and the process of making rum. You will then visit the Bacardi museum where you will be able to smell
the different kinds of Bacardi Rums and even sample the results. The tour will continue with a drive through the
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Condado and Isla Verde areas, where you can see the modern part of San Juan. For those participants finally
disembarking, this tour terminates at the airport.In-transit sailings: This tour will return to the vessel.
Disembarkation Tour: This tour is only available to guests with flights departing from San Juan at 5:30 pm or later.
SJ12 - Old San Juan Walking Tour (Ending at SJU Airport)
PRICE:

ADULT: 45.00 / CHILD: 35.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

Accompanied by your tour guide, you will take a short bus ride from the pier to the entrance of San Felipe del Morro
Castle, where you will start your walking tour by visiting the inside of this magnificent Castle, the San Felipe del
Morro and its museum. Then you will enjoy an amazing view of San Juan Bay and continue walking through to the
Ballaja Barracks Building. You’ll also have a visit to Las Americas Museum, Quincentennial Square and San José
Square. After exploring the great architecture of San Jose Church and its surroundings, you will go down to Cristo’s
Street through the narrow cobblestones streets and balconies onto San Juan Bautista Cathedral. There will be a
photo stop at La Rogativa Monument before arriving at Cristo’s Chapel. This tour concludes at the airport.
Note: Please verify your flight time prior to booking. This tour is only available to guests with domestic flights
departing from San Juan at 2:30 PM or later, and guests with international flights departing from San Juan at 3:30 pm
or later. For in-transit sailings to San Juan this tour will return to the vessel.
SJ23 - Bacardi Rum Distillery
PRICE:

ADULT: 27.00 / CHILD: 27.00 USD

DURATION:

2 Hours Approx.

This tour will give you the opportunity to learn about San Juan History and the development of its unique sugar cane
industry. Bacardi Corporation is the largest rum distillery in the world. At the plant you will be able to see the giant
fermenting tanks that turn sugar cane into molasses and finally into rum. You will be able to follow the process from
vat to barrel to bottle, and then have a chance to sample the results. You will also have the opportunity to visit the
Bacardi shops and museum. The tour will end at the pier.
SJ25 - Carabali Fourtracks ATV
PRICE:

ADULT: 115.00 / CHILD: 115.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours Approx.

Upon arrival, riders will be given a ten minute introduction on how to ride and operate a four track, including safety
instructions. Then the real adventure begins as riders follow guides along outlined tracks through farmland into the
rainforest. The tracks are carefully laid out for safety. The group will climb hills, negotiate tight corners, roam
through rugged terrain, splash through the river water, and much, much more. Individual riders will take it all at their
own speed and within their own capabilities. So, whether you are an experienced rider or a first time rider, you can
be sure of an exhilarating ride. A tour highlight is the panoramic view from the Bamboo Lounge where riders can see
miles of ocean and rainforest views. Note: Limited to 1 person per vehicle. Closed shoes and long trousers are
recommended. Also suggest bringing cash, towels, bathing suits, and extra clothing to change into after the tour.
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Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas
ST01 - The Best of St. Thomas
PRICE:

ADULT: 36.00 / CHILD: 24.00 USD

DURATION:

2 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Enjoy the scenic views that have made St. Thomas one of the most popular destinations in the Caribbean. Departing
from the dockside, your driver/guide will wind up the mountainside to St. Peter's Greathouse, formerly a private
hideaway for the rich. Enjoy a self-guided tour through the beautiful estate and landscaped grounds. While sipping a
complimentary rum or fruit punch, gaze down at lovely Magen's Beach. The tour continues to the highest point on the
island, Mountain Top. In addition to the many shops located here, you'll find a spectacular panoramic view. You have
the option to end the tour in the shopping district or back at your ship.
Note: Due to city traffic, tour may be extended to 3 hours.
ST02 - St. Thomas Panoramic Drive
PRICE:

ADULT: 24.00 / CHILD: 15.00 USD

DURATION:

2 Hours Approx.

This tour will give you a brief overview of beautiful St. Thomas, while allowing you to see some of the most renowned
sights and vistas on the island. Your trip will take you from the pier up Mafolie Hill, from which you’ll see Bluebeard’s
Castle, where the infamous pirate of the same name would spot unsuspecting galleons before launching his attacks. As
you travel up the winding mountain roads, take in the amazing views of the town and harbor of Charlotte Amalie below,
before arriving at the highest point on the island, “Mountain Top”, 1400 feet above sea level. There you will have
magnificent views of heart-shaped Magens Bay Beach and several of the surrounding British Virgin Islands. Head back
down to your ship, or choose the option of being dropped off in town for fantastic duty-free shopping.
Note: Guests dropped off in town will be on their own to return to their ship.
ST03 - St. Thomas Helicopter Tour
PRICE:

ADULT: 169.00 / CHILD: 169.00 USD

DURATION:

1 Hour Approx.

Your tour will start the moment you walk off the gangway, a representative will meet you there and escort you to your
awaiting taxi for a 20-minute drive through town to the helicopter base at the airport. Your driver will tell then you
about the history of downtown Charlotte Amalie as you drive by the historical buildings along the waterfront.
Upon arriving at the base you will be greeted and given a short safety briefing along with an explanation of some of the
sites you can expect to see from the helicopter. Then it is off to board the aircraft. The first view you will have is the
crystal clear waters of Lindberg Bay, along with the campus of the Virgin Islands University, heading out over Sub Base,
which was an active submarine base in WWII. Entering the harbor at 500 feet, the view of downtown Charlotte Amalie
and the St. Thomas Harbor with your cruise ship is spectacular. The helicopter will hover briefly in front of your ship for
perfect pictures. As you fly towards Cruz Bay of St. John, the smallest of the U.S. Virgin Islands, you will see hurricane
holes, Bluebeard's Castle, the passage ways to the British Virgin Islands, and if you are lucky, sea turtles and dolphins
playing in the pristine waters of these islands. With a slight turn toward the east you will be taken by the west end of
Tortola (the largest island in the British Virgin Islands.) As you turn back toward St. Thomas you will fly over Coral
World, with its underwater aquarium. Then go up to 1,500 feet as you fly by Mahogany Run golf course known for its
Devil's Triangle (13th 14th & 15th holes are out on a cliff) then enter Magen's Bay, rated one of the top ten beaches in the
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world by the National Geographic Society. Heading up to the crest of the north ridge of St. Thomas you will have
another magnificent view of the harbor as you descend to land back at the airport.
Once back on the ground a representative will open the doors, help you out and be happy to take your picture in
front of the helicopter with your pilot. Then you will be escorted back to your awaiting taxi for the ride back to your
cruise ship.
Notes: Maximum height is 6 ft 4 inches tall to participate. Maximum weight per guest is 220 pounds.
ST06 - Skyride to Paradise Point
PRICE:

ADULT: 17.00 / CHILD: 9.00 USD

DURATION:

At Your Leisure

The Paradise Point Tramway gently lifts guests from sea level to the most fantastic vista in the Caribbean, 700 feet
above. Paradise Point features shops, a nature trail, a restaurant, a bar and a fantastic view of the harbor and cruise
ships. For your enjoyment, there is a tropical bird show twice daily.
Experience this attraction at your leisure at any time during your day in St. Thomas. The starting point at the
Tramway is a 5 - 10 minute walk from the pier. Don't forget your camera. This is a great tour to combine with another
excursion.
Note: This tour duration is at the guest's discretion. Hours of operation are from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm.
ST07 - St. Thomas Snuba
PRICE:

ADULT: 62.00 / CHILD: 62.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

Snuba is designed for those who enjoy snorkeling and would like to experience the wonders of breathing underwater.
It is very easy to learn and after a short orientation and skills practice along the shoreline, your instructor will take
you on a guided, underwater tour. As the maximum depth is 20 feet, it is perfect for fish watching and seeing the coral
formations. There are no heavy tanks to carry as your tank floats effortlessly above you.
Note: The minimum age for this tour is 8 years old. Participants must be in good health. This tour is not available for
women who are pregnant.
ST11 - St. John Island Tour
PRICE:

ADULT: 46.00 / CHILD: 25.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Departing via ferry to St. John, known as the “Emerald of the Caribbean”, you’ll arrive in the charming town of Cruz
Bay, where you’ll board an open-air safari bus for a scenic drive around this beautiful island. Along the way, your
driver/guide will provide insights about the island’s rich history, lush, tropical foliage and its’ indigenous wildlife. In
addition to seeing the white-sand beaches and views of the British Virgin Islands, you’ll see remnants of ruins from
one of the last working plantations found on St. John. Back along the coast, you’ll stop at scenic overlooks such as
Cinnamon Bay, Trunk Bay, Hawksnest Bay and Caneel Bay, overlooking the famous Rockefeller Plantation. The tour
concludes at the dock in the quaint town of Cruz Bay, where you’ll board your ferry for the return journey to St.
Thomas and your ship. Tour duration varies due to your ship’s departure time from port.
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Note: Minimum age to participate is 4 years old.

ST12 - Magen's Bay Beach Getaway
PRICE:

ADULT: 22.00 / CHILD: 16.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

Acclaimed as one of the ten most beautiful beaches in the world, Magen's Bay is an ideal place for a getaway during your
visit to St. Thomas. Your trip begins with a scenic drive, by open-air safari bus or van, to Drake's Seat with its
spectacular view of Magen's Bay and surroundings. From there, it's on to Magen's Bay for approximately two hours of
swimming, sunbathing and beachcombing before your return drive to the ship.
ST13 - Turtle Cove Sailing & Snorkeling
PRICE:

ADULT: 56.00 / CHILD: 30.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Hoist the sails or just relax aboard the classic pirate schooner “Doubloon” or the state-of-the-art catamaran “Dancing
Dolphin” during a scenic tour to Turtle Cove. After anchoring at this deserted island, 3 miles south of St. Thomas, your
crew will provide all snorkel equipment, including friendly instruction. Snorkel, swim and explore among fantastic coral
formations, tropical fish and turtles for approximately 1 ½ hours-or just soak up the sun and scenery.
Don't forget your free Pirate Tattoos (temporary!) and website photos at Doubloon.com, along with complimentary
mixed Caribbean drinks, beers, sodas and snacks -- which all will be served during the fun filled sail back into beautiful
St. Thomas. Once you are safely back in St Thomas the party doesn’t stop! Visit the Company Store for more fun,
souvenirs, and free drinks. A true taste of Paradise to treasure forever!
Even though sea and weather conditions are rarely inclement at Turtle Cove, there is an alternate anchorage site
available should a change become necessary. Dress in swim attire and don't forget your sun block and towel! Boat
selection based on availability.
Note: Minimum age to participate is 5 years old. Vessels used are a 65' Schooner or 50' Catamaran. This tour is not
recommended for guests with asthma or heart conditions.
ST14 - Atlantis Submarine
PRICE:

ADULT: 96.00 / CHILD: 50.00 USD

DURATION:

2 Hours Approx.

Explore the stunning tropical underwater world of St. Thomas from the spacious comfort and safety of the high-tech
Atlantis XV Submarine. Experience the vibrant sea life and coral reefs of the Caribbean Sea--previously the reserve of
scuba divers only. Marvel at the abundant varieties of sea life and keep an eye out for sharks, stingrays and turtles.
Includes harbor cruise to dive site aboard SubQuest.
Note: Guests must be at least 3 feet tall in order to participate on this excursion.
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ST24 - Mahogany Run Golf Course
PRICE:

ADULT: 168.00 / CHILD: 168.00 USD

DURATION:

5 Hours Approx.

Tom and George Fazio designed this outstanding course that winds along the coast, covered by the stately trees that
give it its name. This is the tightest golfing layout you will find anywhere. Views of the water are startling, and holes
like number 13, 14 and 15 the famous Devil's Triangle are postcard perfect. They are also treacherous with slippery
greens and nasty roughs.
Price includes green fees, transportation and shared golf cart. For special group requests, please be advised that a
set up fee will be charged. The fee is approximately $4.50 per person. Prices are not part of the golf package and are
subject to change at anytime. Payable at the golf course only. PRICE VALID 10/01/06 - 12/17/06 AND 06/05/07 - 9/30/07.
Club rental $40.00 per person, Shoe rental $20.00 per person - 18 HOLES/PAR 70/6,022 YARDS/25 MIN FROM PORT.
Note: Club rentals are $45.00 and shoe rentals are $20.00 for the time frame of 12/18/06 - 06/04/07
ST27 - Accessible Shopping & Scenic Island Drive
PRICE:

ADULT: 58.00 / CHILD: 42.00 USD

DURATION:

2 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Everyone is welcome to relax in an open-air trolley with local guides who share the history of St. Thomas. This
relaxing passage takes you to Skyline Drive Overlook, with a stop for shopping, refreshments and spectacular photo
opportunities of Charlotte Amalie, capital of the US Virgin Islands and Port of St. Thomas. Continuing along Drake's
Seat you'll stop at the world famous MountainTop shopping village with magnificent views of Magen's Bay, Hans
Lollik, St. John and the BVI. Journey back through historical downtown with an optional drop off at the main
shopping district in Charlotte Amalie.
This tour is fully accessible.
ST35 - Magen's Bay & Coral World
PRICE:

ADULT: 49.00 / CHILD: 49.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Enjoy spectacular views during the trip to Coral World Marine Park and Underwater Observatory. This
internationally famous and beautifully landscaped 4.5-acre park is the site of one of only a handful of underwater
observatories in the world. There, you will marvel at the hundreds of species of colorful fish, corals and other sea
creatures, including green sea turtles that call the Caribbean Sea their home.
Step under the aquamarine tropical sea, while staying completely dry, to view the constantly changing scene outside
the observatory as the fish freely come and go. Ask the divers questions as you watch them hand feed the fish while
they are in the water. There are also narrated feedings and dives at the 50,000 gallon Predator Tank filled with sharks,
barracudas and moray eels as well as the 80,000 gallon Caribbean Reef Encounter, a kaleidoscope of brilliant sea
creatures. The Marine Gardens Aquarium features 21 rarely seen tiny sargassum fish. Outdoors you may pet a baby
shark during a talk at the Shark Shallows, see the stingrays at the Stingray Pool, touch sea stars and sea cucumbers at
the Touch Pool, wander the Coastal Trail and explore the mystery of life in a Mangrove Lagoon. Round out your
experience with a snack at the restaurant, try a specialty drink or snow cone at the Shark Bar and find the perfect
souvenir at the unique shops.
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The last stop on this spectacular tour is world famous Magen's Bay Beach where you can swim in the crystal clear water
or just relax on the white sand beach before your return trip.
Note: Guests will have the option of terminating the tour in the downtown shopping district or returning directly to the
ship. Guest terminating in downtown will be responsible for their own transportation back to their ship.
ST37 - Turtle Cove Sail with Power Snorkel
PRICE:

ADULT: 72.00 / CHILD: 72.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

While enjoying the regular Turtle Cove Sail & Snorkel tour why not add the "Tyger Ray Aqua Scooter" to your excursion!
This way it will be double the fun!
Guests will be given their own "Tyger Ray Aqua Scooter" which is a compact, handheld power scooter that tows you
along at up-to 2 knots. This allows you to glide through the snorkel sites and explore the beauty of the underwater world
with a minimum amount of effort.
After snorkeling, complimentary beverages and snacks are included. Alcoholic beverages will be served only after inwater activities are completed.
Minimum age to participate is 12 years old.
ST43 - Screamin' Eagle
PRICE:

ADULT: 49.00 / CHILD: 45.00 USD

DURATION:

1 Hour Approx.

This 700 HP turbo-charged jet boat will take you on an incredible high speed harbor and coastline tour for 40 minutes of
real fun and excitement! After a brief orientation you will cruise into beautiful St. Thomas harbor while your captain tells
you some of the rich local history. Then it’s time to see what the Screamin’ Eagle can really do! You'll experience a
mixture of fun commentary, beautiful scenery, crystal clear waters, warm sea spray and exhilarating speed along with
breathtaking 180 degree spins, wild fishtails and awesome power brake stops! There will be stops for narration.
Note: Guests should wear practical footwear, sunglasses with straps and sunscreen. Please note that participants very
likely may be sprayed by seawater and guests should wear clothing with this in mind. Minimum age to particpate is 8
years old. Guests must weigh between 90 and 300 pounds. Minimum height to participate is 48 inches. This tour is not
recommended for guests with heart conditions. Pregnant women are not allowed to participate on this tour.

ST45 - Sea Blaster Speedboat & Snorkel Tour
PRICE:

ADULT: 56.00 / CHILD: 49.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

Stingrays, turtles and tropical fish are among the vast marine life you will see while snorkeling. The 70' powerboat was
specifically designed for snorkel excursions offering a stern platform for very easy access in and out of the water, 2
private restrooms, and fresh water showers. You will have an exhilarating ride, sometimes wet, around the coast of St.
Thomas and anchor at Fish Island, a beautiful cove between St. John and St. Thomas, to either snorkel with the colorful
local tropical fish, view underwater coral and other formations, or swim in the crystal clear warm Caribbean water. You
may spot rays, turtles, starfish, and more. This tour is ideal for beginning and advanced snorkelers. You will view the
spectacular coast line and beaches of the Virgin Islands and listen to Caribbean Music.
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All snorkel equipment and expert instruction is provided. After snorkeling, complimentary Caribbean rum punch and
snacks are served. (alternative snorkel location may be offered due to weather conditions)
Minimum age to participate is 5 years old.
ST50 - Ultimate Island Experience
PRICE:

ADULT: 45.00 / CHILD: 32.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

The name says it all with this excursion, which includes everything you would want to and should experience in St.
Thomas – a cornucopia of beaches, spectacular views, historical locations and ultimate shopping experiences –
making for a perfect day in paradise!
Your day begins with a scenic ride along Skyline Drive, offering the most breathtaking views of Charlotte Amalie
Harbor, the Caribbean Sea, Atlantic Ocean, many other of the US and British Virgin Islands, as well as magnificent
Magens Bay. Enjoy a photo stop at Drake’s Seat, affording spectacular views, before continuing down to the heartshaped, white-sand beach at Magens Bay, rated one of the top 10 beaches in the world by many travel magazines.
Enjoy two hours of sun, swimming, fun and relaxation before continuing on to famous Blackbeard’s Hill, where you’ll
step back into the age of the Caribbean pirates and explore the 17th century Blackbeard’s Castle. Admire the world’s
largest collection of life-sized pirate sculptures, crafted in copper and bronze.
Before exploring the historic surroundings of Blackbeard’s Hill, relax in the sun and take a dip in any of the three
delightful swimming pools, perhaps with an island cocktail in hand! Or take a self-guided tour that will lead you into
the past through completely restored historical buildings set on approximately 5 acres of grounds dating as far back
as the late 1600’s. Historic structures include the world famous Blackbeard’s Castle and former manor houses Villa
Notman, Crown House (once used by visiting Danish Royalty), Haagensen House and Hotel 1829. Lush tropical
gardens, terraces, fountains, as well as St. Thomas’ unique and famous step street, or frigangs as the Danes called
them, add to the splendor of the setting. At your leisure, hop aboard one of the continuous shuttle buses or take a
short walk via the famous 99 Steps to Main Street to indulge your passion for the incredible duty-free shopping in St.
Thomas. However you choose to spend your day is up to you – it’s all there just waiting for you!
Note: This tour lasts approximately 4-6 hours, depending on personal touring and shopping time. In order to allow
you flexibility with your shopping experience, this excursion ends downtown. Guests are responsible for their return
transportation to the ship.

ST53 - Legends & Lore of St. Thomas
PRICE:

ADULT: 33.00 / CHILD: 20.00 USD

DURATION:

2 Hours Approx.

Legends and lore of St. Thomas is a walking tour through the heart of Charlotte Amalie. You will be given a solid
summary of local history in the most profound and colorful way possible. Topics include Columbus' discovery and
naming of the Virgins in 1493, the near-extermination of native Indians by the Spanish, the development of Africansourced slavery, the brutal use of slave labor in sugar production, the heyday of piracy and much more. Among sites
visited are the second oldest Jewish synagogue and two of the oldest Protestant congregations in the Americas, the
waterfront, Fort Christian and Emancipation Garden, where the slaves were formally freed in 1848. This walk pulls no
punches! It is a great introduction to the islands and their often painful past. The route is only moderately hilly, and
ends just where the shops begin.
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ST55 - St. Thomas Ocean Racing Challenge
PRICE:

ADULT: 89.00 / CHILD: 89.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

You will have a once in a lifetime opportunity to be part of the racing teams aboard On Deck's Farr 65 Ocean Racing
Around the World yachts complete with racing skippers and crew. These yachts have circumnavigated the globe and
won many line honors in major races. This is very much a participatory tour where guests are encouraged to get
involved in sailing these magnificent yachts.
Following allocation to your teams and roles in the briefing area, there will be a short trip to the Downtown Waterfront.
You will take up your positions on board and cast off and head out of the harbor. During this time you are given a short
but thorough safety briefing.
Sails are then hoisted and you head out into the ocean where the teams practice their roles and get involved in tacking,
jibing, and familiarizing themselves with the yachts.
After the race there will be an opportunity to switch roles and even a chance for you to helm these Around the World
yachts before you head back to the dock.
Note: The minimum age for participation is 12 years old. The minimum weight to participate is 80 pounds and the
maximum weight is 350 pounds. Sandals, high heels or hard-soled shoes are not permitted.
ST56 - Water Island Bike Trip
PRICE:

ADULT: 72.00 / CHILD: 72.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

This tour is actually three tours in one, and begins with a brief harbor cruise through picturesque and historic St.
Thomas harbor, which passes the busy waterfront and buildings dating back to the 17th century. You’ll also pass Hassel
Island and into Frenchtown cut, before docking at Water Island.
After a brief restroom stop, you’ll board an open-air bus for a five-minute transfer to the highest point on Water Island,
where you’ll be outfitted with a mountain bike, helmet and water bottle. Start your bike tour on this quiet island along
dirt paths, where you’ll visit the site of the old Sugar Bird Hotel, the inspiration of Herman Wouk’s classic novel “Don’t
Stop The Carnival”. Watch for various species of wildlife that
inhabit the island before you conclude your ride at scenic Honeymoon Beach, where you can relax and swim while
enjoying a complimentary drink before the return cruise back to the pier. Bathrooms, showers and souvenirs are also
available on Honeymoon Beach.
Note: Much of the ride is on dirt paths and a bus follows the riders. Bring a towel and swimwear for the beach and
sensible shoes for biking. Participants should be in excellent health to join this active excursion, and should also be
aware that there are certain inherent risks involved in any cycling excursion. The minimum age to participate is 8 years
old and the maximum age is 70 years old. The maximum weight limit is 275 pounds. Each participant must know how to
use hand brakes.
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ST57 - St. Thomas Mini Boat Adventure
PRICE:

ADULT: 92.00 / CHILD: 92.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours Approx.

Have an adventure of a life time as you “Captain” your own vessel in the beautiful waters of the Caribbean. This
exciting escape begins with a safari ride to the marina where your guides await. After a safety briefing and instruction
on how to handle the vessels, you will board your Mini Boat and head out into the open water for a scenic ride along
the southern coastline until you arrive at Christmas Cove. Here you can bask in the sun, swim or snorkel in the water
as you observe the beautiful coral and fish that inhabit this area. At the end of your boating adventure you will wind
down at the marina with rum punch or soft drinks while awaiting your safari bus to take you back to your cruise ship.
Note: The boats accommodate a maximum of 2 persons. Minimum age to participate is 8 years old. Maximum weight
restriction is 250 pounds per person. The minimum age to drive the boat is 18 years old. Sunscreen, hat, towel and
water shoes are recommended.

ST58 - Historic Blackbeard's Hill & Recommended Shopping
PRICE:

ADULT: 34.00 / CHILD: 20.00 USD

DURATION:

5 Hours Approx.

If you enjoy history and scenic beauty as well as the best shopping in the Caribbean, this tour is a must! First, a
scenic ride along Skyline Drive will offer a breathtaking view of the Caribbean Sea, Atlantic Ocean, Magen’s Bay and
Charlotte Amalie. At Drake’s Seat, enjoy a great photo stop of the town and harbor below before continuing on to
Blackbeard’s Castle, where the historic part of your tour begins – first, with the age of the Caribbean pirates.
Your guide, a member of the St. Thomas Historical Trust, will lead you into the past through completely restored
historical buildings set on approximately 5 acres of grounds dating as far back as the late 1600's. Historic structures
include the world famous Blackbeard’s Castle and former manor houses Villa Notman, Crown House (once used by
visiting Danish Royalty), Haagensen House, and Hotel 1829. Lush tropical gardens, terraces, fountains, as well as St.
Thomas’ unique and famous step street, or frigangs as the Danes called them, known as the 99 Steps, adds to the
splendor of the settings. Enjoy a rest at Hagensen House’s air-conditioned gallery where complementary fruit or rum
punch is provided. At the completion of your tour, you’ll enter Emancipation Garden. At this point, you’re only a few
short steps from the recommended stores and your guide will show you where to locate transportation back to your
ship, then you’re on your own to enjoy great duty-free shopping and/or sightseeing at your leisure.
Note: Guests must be able to walk approximately 0.75 mile with steps. Guests must be in good health and physical
condition. In order to allow you flexibility with your shopping experience, this excursion ends downtown. Guests are
responsible for the return transportation to their ship.
ST59 - Coral Land & Coral Sea
PRICE:

ADULT: 54.00 / CHILD: 46.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

From your ship, enjoy a scenic ride over the hills of St. Thomas to Coral World Marine Park. The friendly and
knowledgeable staff will greet you at the front steps as they guide you the short distance to the dock. The sci-tech
semi-submarine, Nautilus, will be awaiting you, ready to take you on an undersea adventure. Round Coki Point and
savor the beautiful, natural, undersea coral gardens, teeming with a myriad of tropical fish in all colors of the palette.
At a debt of six feet, the surface will seem close enough to touch. Explore the grass beds for turtles and stingrays and
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maybe, just maybe, spot a seahorse. The Nautilus diver will conduct a fish feeding in the water to bring the fish right to
your viewing port.
Then, continue the adventure inside Coral World with its Caribbean Reef Encounter, filled with an amazing array of sea
creatures beyond even what you were able to see on Nautilus. The Marine Gardens have twenty-one jewel-like
aquariums that bring you eye-to-eye with the ocean's most interesting fauna and flora. You will definitely see seahorses
there. Also, a new exhibit of glow fish - the first DNA produced marine life - can be seen there. Juvenile sharks make their
home in the Shark Shallows while larger sharks and friends are on display at the Predator Tank in the Undersea
Observatory. Be interactive at the Touch Pool with sea stars and sea cucumbers or dance with a mystical Mocko Jumbie
just twelve feet tall! Be entertained, Caribbean style, with a coconut cutting demonstration, or spend time with the
tropical birds on the Blue Terrace.
ST60 - Deep Blue Sea Helmet Dive
PRICE:

ADULT: 89.00 / CHILD: 89.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Try a marine odyssey on the floor of the Caribbean Sea. A marine expert will guide you and six others along a trail edged
by a handrail, 10 to 18 Feet below the surface. Trek around coral reefs and see the abundant marine life up close and
personal. The custom made SEA TREKKIN` helmet will keep your hair and face dry while providing all the air, weight
and stability you need. This is a sci-tech adventure for anyone from 8 years or older, and requires no experience of any
kind.
Note: Minimum weigh is at least 80 pounds. Maximum weight is 350 pounds. Participants must be in good health. This
tour is not available for women who are more than three months pregnant.
ST61 - BOSS Underwater Adventure
PRICE:

ADULT: 99.00 / CHILD: 99.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Experience the thrill of a lifetime with your own underwater motor scooter. This will allow you to view the marvels of
the sea with no diving experience necessary! This one-of-a-kind excursion begins when you board a 60-foot, custom dive
yacht for a cruise along the scenic coastline before arriving at a beautiful selected site to begin your excursion. Featured
on the Discovery Channel and similar to an underwater motor scooter, this vehicle will allow you to enjoy a guided
underwater tour with the beautiful tropical reefs and colorful fish of the Caribbean. The tour also features some
snorkeling adventures, an array of water toys and spacious sun decks, so there's something for everyone. You will also
be provided with snacks, refreshments, bathrooms and freshwater showers. Join the friendly, certified staff foryour
tourand start making the memories of a lifetime!

Note: Guests must be at least 4 feet tall and 10 years of age in order to participate on this excursion. The maximum
weight for this tour is 350 pounds and maximum height is 6'7 feet tall. Guests will be required to complete and sign a
medical waiver before participating in this tour.
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ST63 - Caribbean Sail to Christmas & Honeymoon Coves
PRICE:

ADULT: 98.00 / CHILD: 68.00 USD

DURATION:

6 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Relax aboard the classic, romantic sailing schooner “BONES” during a scenic tour to Christmas Cove at Great St.
James off the Southeastern coast of St. Thomas. After anchoring at this deserted island, your crew will provide all
snorkel equipment, including friendly instruction and guide you as you snorkel, swim and explore the fantastic coral
formations and tropical fish. Back onboard beverages and chips and salsa will be served as you continue on your
adventure with an exhilarating sail over to enchanting Water Island’s Honeymoon Beach, a totally unspoiled island
which is accessible only by boat.
Upon arrival, the choice is yours. Relax on the soft sand, swim or enjoy more snorkeling while working up an appetite
for a delicious lunch prepared by your own chef and served at Water Island. The great hostess and crew will make
their famous banana benders and serve wine, beer, sodas, juices and water while you sail back to the cruise ship with
a beautiful tour through St. Thomas harbor and the waterfront area.
Don't forget your complimentary Pirate Tattoos (temporary!) and complimentary website photos at BonesUSVI.com.
Once you are back in St. Thomas, the party doesn’t stop! Visit the Company Store for more fun, free drinks and
souvenirs. A true taste of Paradise to treasure forever!
Note: Minimum age to participate is 6 years old and maximum age is 82 years old. Maximum weight is 275 pounds.

ST64 - Captain Nautica's Power Raft S
PRICE:

ADULT: 72.00 / CHILD: 62.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours Approx.

Board a 31-foot hard hull power raft to take you on a fast-paced and thrilling ride to the ultimate snorkeling
adventure. You will visit two remote snorkeling locations between St. Thomas and St. John that are only accessible
by boat. Exact locations vary depending on the prevailing sea conditions of the day.You'll be provided with
snorkeling gear, instruction and information about marine wildlife before plunging into the warm, clear water. You
will have approximately one hour at each snorkeling location. On the return to Charlotte Amalie, enjoy
complimentary snacks including shrimp cocktail and beverages while listening to island tunes.Note: The minimum
age in order to participate on this excursion is 5 years. The maximum age is 90 years old. Weight requirements are
between 50 and 275 pounds.
ST70 - Yacht Adventures Sail & Snorkel
PRICE:

ADULT: 64.00 / CHILD: 64.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Take an excursion off the beaten path aboard a sailing yacht, ranging from 40 to 50 feet and from classic yawls and
ketches to modern sloops. This will be a tour away from the crowds, and off the beaten path.
You will be able to enjoy an intimate group of no more than six passengers as you sail and snorkel the clear, blue
waters surrounding St. Thomas. All of the captains are veterans of the seas surrounding the Virgins and know both
the popular points of interest as well as the well kept secret hidden places of tropical beauty. These skippers draw
upon their rich experience to provide the sort of sailing and snorkeling adventures of which tourists dream. They are
more than eager and able to instruct those guests who wish to learn the basics of sailing.
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Whether lounging on deck in a tropical cove, discovering the wonders beneath the sea with the capable assistance of
the guides, or enjoying the sensation of the sun and wind as you sail, you will experience the wonder and awe of
communing with nature.
Snorkeling gear and instruction, rum punch, beer and soft drinks, along with a light snack are provided.
ST72 - Catamaran Sailing & Snorkeling Tour
PRICE:

ADULT: 52.00 / CHILD: 32.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

The highlight of your cruise will be experiencing the thrill of sailing on the fabulous 65’, “Castaway Girl” catamaran, to
Ship Wreck Cove, in the famous Marine Park, Buck Island. The Castaway Girl is fast and very stable, having spacious
sunbathing decks and a large comfortable cockpit for those of you preferring the shade as you sail in the warm breezes
and crystal clear waters of the Caribbean Sea. Spend one and a half hours snorkeling and exploring beautiful coral reefs
filled with tropical fish, sea animals and turtles. The wartime shipwreck of the "Catanza C" lies 25' below the surface and
is home to a wide variety of sea life. The friendly, experienced crew and instructors will provide all the assistance that
you need as they snorkel with you pointing out the wondrous sights to be seen below. Enjoy complimentary tropical
fruit punch drinks, along with other refreshments such as beer, snacks, and great music on your relaxing homeward sail
back to your ship.
Note: Minimum age to participate is 8 years old.
ST73 - Kayak & Snorkel Adventure
PRICE:

ADULT: 72.00 / CHILD: 59.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

A short transfer by van takes you to the St. Thomas Mangrove Wildlife Refuge & Marine Sanctuary where a truly unique
experience awaits you and your family! Kayak past many small islands of the mangrove lagoon while viewing
breathtaking volcanic cliffs and the impressive Red Point geologic Blow Hole. Enjoy the excitement of a Hermit Crab
Race or participate in a Pirate’s Treasure hunt for kids. Snorkel in the clear protected waters of the coral-fringed
mangrove lagoon and view a remnant of a shipwreck teeming with colorful marine life. Try and spot shy turtles,
stingrays, starfish, conch, puffer fish, tropical birds and lizards in their natural habitat. Watch for rays and barracudas
on your return paddle. This is a beginner snorkel and no experience is necessary.
Note: These are “sit-on-top” style kayaks. There is a maximum weight restriction for participation of 300 pounds.
Minimum age to participate is 2 years old. Tour includes paddling and snorkeling instruction, snorkel equipment, life
jackets, dry bags, mesh bags, and light snack. Free lockers, changing rooms and gift shop are available.

ST74 - St. John Eco Hike
PRICE:

ADULT: 54.00 / CHILD: 34.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours Approx.

Enjoy a ferry ride to tiny St. John, often described as The Emerald of the Caribbean because over half of St. John is part
of the Virgin Islands National Park. After disembarking the ferry, the group will walk through the town of Cruz Bay and
proceed to the Park entrance and the Lind Point Trail. Gently ascend 250 feet to the Lind Point Overlook for views of St.
John, St. Thomas and the surrounding islands. Along the trail, learn of the various inhabitants of St. John (Taino Indian,
English, Spanish, Danish, African and American) as well as basic V.I. National Park history. Descend slowly towards
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Honeymoon Beach, continuously recognized as one of the top ten in the world, while learning of the plant life
surrounding you and its traditional and modern medicinal usage.
Arrive at the beach for some leisure time where you can swim, sunbathe or relax under a shady palm tree. From
there, proceed to world-famous Caneel Bay Resort for a botanical tour of the grounds and a visit to one of St. Johns
famous Danish sugar plantation ruins. Finally, taxi out of the Park and back to Cruz Bay. In town, take a while to shop
or have a refreshing drink or ice cream before boarding your ferry back to your ship.
Minimum age to participate is 8 years old.
ST75 - St. John Beach Tour
PRICE:

ADULT: 54.00 / CHILD: 28.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours Approx.

As your ferry departs from the cruise ship dock, you’ll pass along the southeastern coastline of St. Thomas, passing
some lovely beaches and lush scenery as you head for St. John, known as the “Emerald of the Caribbean.” Disembark
the ferry at the National Park dock in Cruz Bay, St. John, an unspoiled paradise with white sand beaches and a lush
National Park, where you can view and photograph spectacular sights along the way from overlooks above Cruz Bay,
Hawksnest Bay and famous Caneel Bay Plantation, a hotel resort developed by Laurence Rockefeller. The highlight of
this tour is your visit to Trunk Bay, rated by the National Park as one of the ten most beautiful beaches in the world,
where you’ll have approximately 1 ½ hours to swim, snorkel or just relax on this white sand beach. Snorkeling
equipment and instructions are provided (weather permitting) for those who wish to explore the underwater,
marked trails which describe the abundant coral and colorful, tropical fish in these waters.
There is a beach concession at Trunk Bay where you can purchase light refreshments such as sodas, beers, hot dogs,
hamburgers and chips. Trunk Bay is occasionally subject to sea swells and should this happen, snorkeling may be
cancelled with your safety in mind. Tour duration varies due to your ship’s departure time from port.
Note: Minimum age to participate is 4 yeas old and maximum is 70.
ZT01 - Scuba Dive With Equipment
PRICE:

ADULT: 99.00 / CHILD: 99.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours Approx.

Explore the beauty of the Caribbean from below the surface. This two-tank scuba adventure will allow you to explore
both a coral reef and a sunken shipwreck. There is abundant marine life, rarely a current, average water
temperatures of 82F and visibility often exceeding 100 feet. PADI instructors will lead you through the dive to ensure
your comfort and safety. This tour is only offered on certain ships.
Note: Tank and weights are included for all divers. Equipment package includes regulator, B.C., mask, fins and
snorkel. This is limited to certified divers who have been on a dive within the last two years. Certified divers must
present a valid certification "C" card in order to participate. Minimum Age: 12 years old.
ZT02 - Scuba Dive Without Equipment
PRICE:

ADULT: 89.00 / CHILD: 89.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours Approx.

Explore the beauty of the Caribbean from below the surface. This two-tank scuba adventure will allow you to explore
both a coral reef and a sunken shipwreck. There is abundant marine life, rarely a current, average water
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temperatures of 82F and visibility often exceeding 100 feet. PADI instructors will lead you through the dive to ensure
your comfort and safety. This tour is only offered on certain ships.
Note: Tank and weights are included for all divers. This is limited to certified divers who have been on a dive within the
last two years. Certified divers must present a valid certification "C" card in order to participate. Minimum Age: 12 years
old.
ZT03 - Discover Scuba Diving
PRICE:

ADULT: 99.00 / CHILD: 99.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

If you have ever wanted to try scuba diving, here's your chance! Join in the fun of breathing underwater on the beautiful
coral reefs of St. Thomas. After a short training session with your PADI Instructor, you will explore a beautiful shallow
reef. All equipment included. This tour is only offered on certain ships.
Note: Health restrictions apply. See the Shore Excursion Desk for details. Minimum Age: 12 years old.
ZT04 - Parasail
PRICE:

ADULT: 79.00 / CHILD: 79.00 USD

DURATION:

45 Minutes Approx.

Come fly the skies of St. Thomas. This tour will take you up to 600 feet above St. Thomas for a breathtaking and
memorable flight. Minimum age is 12 years old. Guests under 16 years of age must fly tandem with a parent. Everyone
flies tandem.
Note: All flights are sold as tandem (two fly at once) as long as the maximum weight does not exceed 375 pounds. If the
maximum weight is over 375 pounds then guests may fly solo.
This tour is only offered on certain ships.
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Philipsburg, St. Maarten
SM02 - Butterfly Farm & Marigot
PRICE:

ADULT: 38.00 / CHILD: 38.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

This narrated tour will take you around the two nation island St. Maarten, enabling you to see magnificent scenery
and take some great pictures.
You will be watching Nature at work in the Butterfly Farm, as you step into a tropical area with hundreds of
butterflies fluttering around you. You will have a guided tour explaining about the butterflies and about butterfly
gardening. Also enjoy a complimentary beverage while you take some time to wander around the gift shop before
going to the next stop on the tour, Marigot.
Marigot is the capital of the French side of the Island, and is known for its sidewalk cafés, colorful open-air markets,
and duty free shops. You will have some time in town before returning to the pier.
Note: The order of the tour may change.
SM04 - St. Maarten Island Tour
PRICE:

ADULT: 23.00 / CHILD: 14.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

Experience a visit to two countries, Holland and France, on one tour. Departing from the Dutch capital, Philipsburg,
you'll drive through town and past the Great Salt Pond. At the border, between the Dutch and French sides of the
island, you'll stop and see the monument signifying the different countries. Then ride through the district of Orleans,
once the capital of the French side, before continuing to Orient Bay for a spectacular view of Orient Beach, Pinel
Island and St. Barts. In the village of Grand Case, you'll see old country-style living, restaurants and a lovely beach.
You'll continue on to Marigot for approximately 30 minutes of browsing among the shops and cafes, or just sit back
and take in the French atmosphere. On your return drive, a stop will be made at a scenic lookout.
SM05 - Kayak and Snorkel Adventure
PRICE:

ADULT: 72.00 / CHILD: 59.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

The tour leaves from the clean sandy Port De Plaisance after a short kayak and snorkeling instruction by the guide.
You will paddle through the Simpson bay Lagoon and under the Simpson bay Bridge along the Pelican Key Estates, a
beautiful residential area on the coast. You will then pass the quiet inlet of Kim Sha Bay until you reach a small beach
at the Pelican Resort.
This is where you will pull up your kayak and have a 10-minute snorkeling instruction by your guide. You will swim
along with your guide for 5 minutes to the shallow reef at Pelican Rock, where you will spend 45 minutes to an hour
looking at the beautiful world undersea. Elegant Angel Fish, brightly colored Parrot Fish and hundreds of reef fish are
just a few of the amazing creatures you will glimpse in this serene location. There is also a beautiful sandy beach
where you can rest if you feel the need to. On the way back along the Pelican coast, the guide will point out the
neighboring islands of Saba, St. Eustatius and St. Kitts that can be seen clearly from this southern side of St. Maarten
(weather permitting).
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Upon arrival at the Port de Plaisance Beach, a cold drink will be served to you and your fellow paddlers.
NOTE: Minimum age to participate is 9 years old, and the maximum weight for participation is 350 pounds.
SM06 - St. Martin Beach Rendezvous
PRICE:

ADULT: 54.00 / CHILD: 38.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

This renowned tour will take you in air-conditioned transportation to a perfectly located beach bar and restaurant on
Orient Beach, critically acclaimed as the French Riviera of the Caribbean with more than one and a half miles of
beautiful white sand, fringed by coconut palms and sea grape trees.
En route, an experienced guide will provide an interesting narrative including a brief history of the island, and will also
give information regarding the day, location, facilities, and time schedules. Your guide will then remain with you for the
duration of the tour to answer questions and be of any assistance necessary to ensure your day is enjoyable and
trouble-free.
Upon arrival, a welcome rum or fruit cocktail is served as you are escorted to your complimentary lounge chair and
cushion, which has been reserved in an area just for you. Umbrellas are available for a nominal fee.
Lunch, with a choice of three entrees and a refreshing beverage (beer, wine, soda or mixed drink), is served at shaded
tables on the beach. After lunch you will still have more than enough time to relax on the beach, have a massage, take
advantage of the largest selection of water sports for rent on the island, or even get a tattoo! You name it; Orient Beach
has it! (extra amenities not included).
Note: Because this excursion stops adjacent to Club Orient Naturist Resort, there is a possibility that some nudity may
be observed.
SM07 - Land & Sea Island Tour
PRICE:

ADULT: 54.00 / CHILD: 39.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

This tour combines the best of St. Martin, on land and under the sea. Leave Philipsburg and drive up the east side to
Grand Case, a quaint fishing village surrounded by an idyllic bay where you board the Seaworld Explorer, an airconditioned semi-submersible, for a 45-minute narrated tour of the coral reefs around Creole Rock.
Your tour continues to Marigot for approximately one hour, where you can explore sidewalk cafes, the open-air market
and shops. Return to Philipsburg on the West Coast via Cole Bay Lookout.
Note: The order of the tour may change.
SM08 - Golden Eagle Island Sailaway
PRICE:

ADULT: 82.00 / CHILD: 46.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours Approx.

Red carpet and bowties greet you on the Golden Eagle sailing experience, visiting Tintamarre Island Nature Reserve on
the French side. The fabulous pink sand beach and natural snorkel site awaits. Your friendly crew serves Baguette
sandwiches and ice cold drinks from the open bar with champagne on your sail back. Snorkel equipment, mask, fins,
snorkel instruction, safety vest and beach floats are provided.
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Note: Guests may have to get into the water in order to access the beach. Further, there is a possibility that some
nudity may be observed on the beach. Guests 17 years of age and younger, must be accompanied by an adult.
Minimum age to participate is 4 years old.
SM10 - St. Maarten Natural Wonders
PRICE:

ADULT: 49.00 / CHILD: 49.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Experience the full beauty of Natural St. Maarten on a tour that takes you on a journey of discovery. After boarding
your air-conditioned bus at the dock, you will make the scenic trip to some of St. Martin’s best ecological attractions
and areas. First you will travel along Philipsburg’s natural salt ponds where your knowledgeable guide will provide
interesting information regarding the importance of the salt ponds to the eco-system.
You will then arrive at the St Martin Park where a guide will introduce you to some very unique residents, including
an amazing array of parrots -Blue and Gold, Green-winged and Scarlet Macaws. You will have an opportunity to see
the Caribbean and American Tropics come alive, with 80 species of mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians and
invertebrates displayed in a tropical, garden setting. From the Jamaican Fruit Bats in the Bat Cave, to the monkeys on
Monkey Island, you will be touched by the great care given to these special animals.
After enjoying a beverage at the Monkey Bar, your tour continues through the mountainous Middle Region, and
heads for the area of Oyster Pond. Along this picturesque eastern coastal road, you can view St. Barths, Tintemarre,
and the many smaller islets that dot the Caribbean Sea. A brief stop allows you to climb a small wooden lookout at
Baie D’Embouchure. Your guide will discuss the environmental importance of the reefs and the Mangroves that can
be seen from this area before heading back into the interior, passing mangrove colonies along the way. Your wellinformed guide will continue to point out interesting facts about the island’s flora on fauna including the interesting
medicinal use of island “bush tea”.
Your tour continues on and skirts the eastern shore of Simpson Bay Lagoon before starting back towards Great Bay.
From the vantagepoint at the top of Cayhill, the islands of Saba, Statia, St. Kitts, Nevis and Anguilla are all visible.
Enjoy a brief photo opportunity here as your guide discusses the geological details of St Martin including the history
of it’s formation millions of years ago. You will then head back to Philipsburg, passing Belair Fresh Pond which is
fringed with mangroves and home to nineteen species of Avifauna.
Note: Footwear suitable for walking over rough terrain, sun block and sunglasses are recommended.
SM11 - Pinel Island Snorkel Tour
PRICE:

ADULT: 37.00 / CHILD: 37.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

From Dutch St. Maarten, enjoy a scenic bus ride to French Cul-de-Sac where you will board a small tender for a short
transfer to beautiful Pinel Island and begin your snorkeling adventure. Wade in from the beach with an instructor to
guide you through the coral reefs inhabited by tropical fish. Snorkeling instruction, mask, fins and life vest are
provided. Explore the island, swim or sunbathe on the sandy beaches or browse the boutiques. Restrooms and safe
storage are provided.
Note: There is a possibility that some nudity may be observed on the beach at Pinel Island. Availability of snorkeling
is subject to local weather conditions. Minimum age to participate is 3 years old.
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SM12 - Shipwreck Snorkel Adventure
PRICE:

ADULT: 48.00 / CHILD: 48.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

You will begin your adventure upon boarding a motorized snorkeling vessel. You can relax during the scenic cruise
across Philipsburg harbor. Once at Shipwreck Cove, certified instructors will give you a mask, snorkel, fins, floatation
vest and instruction. The snorkeling staff will guide you through an undersea world of coral reefs and wrecks inhabited
by tropical fish. Fruit and rum punch will be served after snorkeling.

The minimum age to participate is 8 years old.
SM14 - Seaworld Explorer
PRICE:

ADULT: 40.00 / CHILD: 26.00 USD

DURATION:

2 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Your tour will leave Philipsburg, on the Dutch side of the island, and drive up the eastern side to the second largest
town in St. Martin, Grand Case, a quaint, unspoiled fishing village surrounded by an idyllic bay.
Here at Grand Case Pier, you will board the Seaworld Explorer, a semi-submarine, which takes you on a 60-minute
narrated tour of the coral reefs surrounding Creole Rock. Seaworld Explorer is a state-of-the-art semi-submarine
developed in Australia for use on the Great Barrier Reef. The vessel does not submerge; you descend into the hull of the
boat and sit in air-conditioned comfort five feet below the surface of the water, exploring sea life through individual,
clear glass windows. The highlight of this trip is when a diver is surrounded by schools of feeding fish and green and
spotted moray eels, which he feeds right in front of your window. A knowledgeable marine expert will provide you with
information on the amazing underwater world around, and will be happy to answer questions. On the return trip to
shore, the crew will serve you a complimentary drink, which you can enjoy along with the magnificent view of Grand
Case Bay and Creole Rock.
SM17 - St. Maarten Rhino Rider Adventure
PRICE:

ADULT: 86.00 / CHILD: 86.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

Experience on-the-water excitement with these two-man RHINO RIDERS – zippy 10’ inflatable motorboats that are yours
to command for a couple of hours of fun in the sun!
At the RHINO RIDER base in the calm waters of Simpson Bay Lagoon, you’ll be welcomed by staff that will offer the basic
instruction required to opperate these vehicles. You’ll then have the opportunity to acquaint yourself with the boats,
prior to starting off on your adventure. Following a guide, you’ll maneuver safely through the anchorage of hundred of
boats and alongside mega yacht marinas, and then exit the lagoon into Marigot, the French capital. View historic Fort
Louis, which overlooks the bay, and continue along the picturesque coastline to relax at Happy Bay, your final
destination. It’s your choice, whether you hike the trail, snorkel the reef (we’ll provide the gear), or build sandcastles on
the secluded beach. The time is yours to enjoy the beautiful surroundings.
Note: Guests 17 years of age and younger must be accompanied by a parent of guardian. Guests must be a minimum of
18 years of age to drive boats. The minimum age to participate in this tour is 10 years of age. Further, the maximum
weight of combined participants is 400 pounds. This tour is not suitable for guests with back problems, guests who are
pregnant, or non-swimmers.
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SM18 - St. Maarten Snuba & Snorkel
PRICE:

ADULT: 89.00 / CHILD: 89.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

This combination tour will allow you to experience the wonders of the undersea world without the need for
cumbersome dive gear. No certification is necessary. Your instructor will provide the basics of this simple, easy and
fun system, a 20 foot air hose connected to a tank on the surface, before leading you off our custom built snorkeling
boat on your adventure in 12-20 feet of water. You will also have time to snorkel the old fashioned way at Shipwreck
Cove. All necessary equipment (mask, snorkel, fins and air supply) is provided. This tour is fun for the whole family
from 8 years old to 80 years young. Lively music, bar and boutique on board as well as ample sun decks and shade.
Complimentary rum punch or fruit punch after snorkeling, other beverages available for purchase. Restrooms are
provided.
Note: The Minimum age for this tour is 8 years old. Participants must be in good health. This tour is not available for
women who are more than three months pregnant.
SM25 - St. Maarten Sensation & Beach Break with Lunch
PRICE:

ADULT: 62.00 / CHILD: 52.00 USD

DURATION:

6 Hours Approx.

After you meet on the pier you will be driven through the Dutch Capital of Phillipsburg, continuing on into the
countryside and hills, which offer wonderful views. Your first stop is Cole Bay Hill, offering picturesque views and
photo opportunities. You will then travel through typical Caribbean villages, across the border to Marigot. Here, you
will have the chance to stroll through this quaint French Colonial Capital.
The tour then proceeds through Grand Case and onto Orient Beach, where you will have time to enjoy the beach, a
welcome drink, bbq lunch and a beach lounge chair – all included within the excursion. After enjoying Orient Beach
and facilities, you will re-board your transportation for a scenic drive through the French Quarter before arriving
back at the cruise ship pier
SM31 - St. Maarten Art Tour
PRICE:

ADULT: 47.00 / CHILD: 35.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

This tour takes you around the island through St. Martin’s / St. Maarten’s most charming local districts to visit the
island’s own elite group of talented artists.
Your tour will begin in picturesque French Oyster Pond, where you enter into the quaint home and gallery of Dona
Bryhiel. Dona is a well-known artist of the modern figurative style and mixed media. She has a definite and
pronounced Flare: many rapid strokes of the pen or brush.
Your tour then proceeds further on into Oyster Pond, to the home and studio of, Marie Moine, who continues the
French tradition of "big fire earthenware". Her “creole paintings” are exclusive freehand creations rich with many
colors. Collectors highly regard, Marie, for her “fingertip passion.”
The next stop will be at the home and studio of Minguet, whose lithographs, oils and watercolors burst forth in
explosions of incredible colors. This is followed by a visit to Concordia, a bustling suburb of Marigot, where you
enter the home of Francis Eck, French professional artist, modern figuration school. He is well traveled through
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prestigious international exhibitions: Paris, London, Tokyo, Geneva and recently, Art International New York 98. His
work has the advantage of an official quotation, and inspires many writings from international critics.
Your tour then proceeds to Dutch St. Peters where you will enter the home of Ruby Bute, a proud daughter of the soil.
Painting has always been her life and joy. In her watercolors, oils, acrylics and pastels, one can enjoy St. Martin’s culture
and the natural beauty of her island and it’s people.
The final stop will be at “Maximilian’s Art in the garden Gallery,” located in Midtown Philipsburg, Dutch Sint Maarten.
This gallery in a garden setting is a unique feature on the island whereby original paintings (and prints) by artist
Maximilian are being displayed amongst plants and flowers. From Realism to Abstract, you will find original works in oil,
pastel and/or acrylic. Considered as one of the most successful artists on Dutch St. Martin, with numerous exhibitions
locally as well as in Washington DC, New York and Cuba, his work has been the target of international collectors as well
as of local patrons. This is an opportunity you don’t want to miss!
This 3 to 3 ½ hour tour offers a fascinating insight into the world of some of the Caribbean’s most brilliant artistic minds.
Tour participants, if they wish, can acquire a work of art. Prices range extensively from a few dollars for a set of
postcards or prints to thousands of dollars for a single oil painting.
SM32 - Marigot Yachting and Shopping
PRICE:

ADULT: 65.00 / CHILD: 65.00 USD

DURATION:

5 Hours Approx.

Transfer from ship’s pier by mini bus for a narrated ride through the Dutch capital of Phillipsburg to the famous
Simpson Bay Lagoon. The crew of the motorized cruiser will take you on a one hour scenic cruise around the lagoon to
observe the luxury homes and beautiful scenery as you cross the imaginary borderline between the Dutch and French
waters.
Complementary rum or fruit punch, iced tea and sodas will be offered. Mixed drinks, wine and beer will be available at a
nominal charge. Your onboard crew will point out places of interest and will advise you, before arriving at Marigot, how
to maximize your two hours time enjoying the restaurants and exclusive shops there.
After two enchanting hours of exploring this attractive port city with its sidewalk cafes, open–air markets and duty free
shops you will return aboard and the fun continues on the return to the Simpson Bay where your friendly driver will
take you back to the ship or drop you off downtown if you wish to terminate your tour there.
Note: Tour order may be reversed.
SM33 - Dolphin Discovery Swim
PRICE:

ADULT: 159.00 / CHILD: 159.00 USD

DURATION:

6 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

A fun, educational, once in a lifetime opportunity to participate in a very special dolphin program. The interactive swim
involves a half-hour of up close and personal playtime with a dolphin. The dolphin will give you an unforgettable kiss,
you will be able to stroke their silky skin as they swim around you, watch the dolphins perform spectacular jumps right
before your eyes, listen to the dolphin sing their favorite tune, and enjoy being cooled off by the dolphin as they love to
splash. You will also have the opportunity to view and interact with beautiful birds and enjoy spending time on Meads
Bay, voted one of the top five beaches in the world. This program is perfect for all ages and non-swimmers.
Facility also includes a complete wine cellar with the world’s only Dolphin Viewing window in a wine cellar. All guests
will have the opportunity to stroll through this charming wine cellar and watch the dolphins play. Please note that there
is a 45 minute ferry ride and a 15 minute bus ride to this location each way.
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Note: Pregnant guests are not allowed to participate in this program.
SM35 - Guana Bay Coastal Hike
PRICE:

ADULT: 48.00 / CHILD: 43.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

You will be met by your guides at the trail entrance in Guana Bay, at the scenic Look Out Point and given a hip-pack
filled with a bottle of water and a snack bar. Instructions on the terrain and an informative talk will be given lasting
approximately 10 to 15 minutes. From there you will walk along the coastal single-track trails through grassy fields
and along the rugged Eastern coast line where the guides will show you the natural rock formations.
Then you will hike along rocky and grassy trails overlooking the rough seas below to Genevevre Bay where you will
be shown the numerous cacti and plant life growing in the area, as well as the neighboring islands such as the
beautiful St. Barths, deserted Isle de Fourche and Pelican Rock, a popular dive spot.
Afterwards, you will rest briefly on the rocky beach at Genevevre Bay while listening to the relaxing sounds of pebble
rocks in the surf. Turning back, you will follow some more single-track trails until you reach the pristine sandy Guana
Bay Beach where you will walk another 10 to 15 minutes to reach the popular Boardroom Jazz Restaurant located at
the end of the beach for a cold refreshment.
Restaurant facilities include bathrooms and showers.
Minimum age to participate is 7 years of age.
SM36 - Divi Little Bay Beach Experience
PRICE:

ADULT: 42.00 / CHILD: 34.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Overlooking the beautiful Caribbean waters on the charming Dutch Side of St. Maarten, you will find the Divi Little
Bay Beach Resort. A short 3-mile ride from the pier takes you to the Divi Resort, where you have the opportunity to
spend some time on one of St. Maarten's most beautiful beaches. The resort features music, beach fun, water sports
and other various activities. You may want to choose to go for a swim in one of the pools or just soak up some sun on
the beach. You will also get a chance to meet and greet "Gizmo" the talking macaw parrot.
Also on property is historic Fort Amsterdam where you can enjoy breathtaking views of St. Maarten and the
surrounding islands. Enjoy a beach barbeque lunch along with two complimentary beverages. Gizmo's Beach Bar is
also available for those who want to enjoy a cold tropical drink and relax. Beach chairs are provided. Changing
rooms, freshwater showers and a shopping promenade are all accessible from the beach. There is also an extensive
water sports department where equipment can be rented at an additional charge.
Please bring your swimsuit, beach towel, sunglasses and sunscreen.
SM37 - St. Maarten Power Snorkel
PRICE:

ADULT: 58.00 / CHILD: 58.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

Be prepared for a guided snorkel adventure with a high-tech twist! In your air-conditioned bus, enjoy the panoramic
views as you wind your way through the Dutch/French countryside to beautiful Orient Beach. Once you arrive, you
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will be provided with snorkel gear including a state-of-the-art power snorkel unit. These power units will enable you to
experience St Martin’s undersea world in the most unique way.
Following a safety briefing, hop on a “banana-boat” for the short trip across to “Caye Verte,” located in shallow water
within the Marine Park Reserve. As you glide effortlessly along, you’ll see several varieties of corals, underwater rock
formations and tropical fish.
During your water-time, you can even tempt the marine life with fish food for some up-close-and-personal interaction!
After this unique snorkel experience, you’ll have time to kick back and relax, enjoying a beverage and some beach-time,
before heading back to the pier in Philipsburg.
Note: Guests should wear a swimsuit under clothing, appropriate footwear, sunscreen and sunglasses. Don't forget to
bring a towel! This tour is not wheelchair accessible. Children must be 12 years of age to participate. All participants
must be able to swim and be in good physical condition. Life jackets must be worn at all times. Because this excursion
stops adjacent to Club Orient Naturist Resort, there is a possibility that some nudity may be observed.
SM43 - Loterie Farm Treetop Adventure Tour
PRICE:

ADULT: 84.00 / CHILD: 65.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours 45 Minutes Approx.

While you soar between the tops of majestic 200-year-old Mango and Mahogany trees, you will experience, “up close and
personal” the rich bio-diversity of St Martin’s only rain forest micro-climate (home to the largest bird habitat in the
Northeastern Caribbean).
Experienced staff will instruct you in the use of high-tech gear and explain the double redundant safety features while
giving you an overview of the history, ecology and preservation effort of the 300 year old former sugar plantation.
Then it’s up, up and away! The exhilarating traverse adventure course, consisting of a sequence of zip-lines, rope swings
and ‘bridges’ suspended from platforms mounted in the trees of the forest, will leave you in a physical and mental state
of total euphoria.
To participate in this tour you must be in excellent physical condition with a maximum weight of 250lbs and a minimum
height of 48 inches (4ft). Comfortable clothing and closed shoes are recommended. This is a “hands-on” tour; cameras
may not be carried during the traverse adventure.
Notes: This tour includes physical exertion and is not recommended for pregnant women, persons with a history of
heart conditions, seizures, back, knee, neck or shoulder problems or other pre-existing health problems. Children under
18 years of age must be accompanied by an adult.
SM44 - Bubba Bottom Fishing & Coastal Cruise
PRICE:

ADULT: 84.00 / CHILD: 72.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours 45 Minutes Approx.

Bring the whole family and join us for a unique fun filled fishing trip aboard our newly renovated custom built fishing
boat BUBBA.
After a 5-minute drive we arrive at Doc Maarten Marina where you will board BUBBA and be welcomed by our
professional crew of four - the skipper, two experienced mates and your host/hostess.
As we set sail for a 45 minute cruise along the stunning St Maarten coastline you will be given your high tech rod and
reel and receive instructions from the experienced crew.
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Upon reaching the fishing site we will drop anchor or drift, depending on the current, for approximately 2 hours of
enjoyable bottom fishing. The mates will assist in preparing and baiting your hooks and will be ready to lend a hand
if you get a bite! Your friendly host/hostess will also be close by to serve you complimentary beverages throughout
the trip.
Following the beautiful return cruise to Philipsburg you may either walk the short distance to town for shopping, or
return directly to the ship with our scheduled transportation to tell all your fellow passengers your days fishing
stories!
Notes: This is not trolling or big game/deep-sea sport fishing. This is a catch and release bottom-fishing excursion
with the opportunity of catching fish such as Snapper, Grouper, Red Hinds, Cooneys, Barracuda, Trigger Fish, Snook,
Jack, and African Pompano. Guests who are prone to seasickness should take the necessary precautions.
Note: The minimum age to participate on this tour is 8 years of age.
SM46 - Downtown Pickup Marigot & Beach Getaway
PRICE:

ADULT: 55.00 / CHILD: 55.00 USD

DURATION:

5 Hours Approx.

For those who love to shop this could be the beginning of a wonderful romance. Leave the ship at your leisure (an
early start is recommended) and take a regular taxi or a water taxi downtown for independent shopping at the
famous Front Street. At 11:00 a.m. sharp, assemble with your tour guide downtown at the Captain hodge wharf/water
taxi landing, to be escorted to the transportation that will whisk you away for a narrated ride through the Dutch
Capitol and over the Cole Bay hill, offering a spectacular view of the Simpson Bay Lagoon. The tour continues
through the local villages past the border monument and into the French Capitol of Marigot.
You will then have two hours to explore this attractive port city with its sidewalk cafes, open-air markets and the
fashionable shops and boutiques offering everything from West Indian souvenirs and art to jewelry, gemstones and
electronics. Your guide will be able to assist with shopping information and the safe storing of items you have
purchased.
The tour then continues into the countryside through the quaint villages to a beautiful Caribbean beach get-a-way
where you can relax at the water’s edge. A welcome drink will be offered along with a beach chair. Beach umbrellas,
when available are additional.
At 3:45 p.m. the transportation will return to take you back to the ship.
Note: Lunch is not included in this tour as Marigot offers an excellent variety of restaurants and cafes.
SM50 - Butterfly Farm & Beach
PRICE:

ADULT: 34.00 / CHILD: 34.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Upon arrival at The Butterfly Farm you are welcomed by your guide who will then lead small groups through the
specially created 1,000 sq. meter exhibition area of landscaped tropical gardens, pools and a waterfall. Here you will
see hundreds of rare and exotic butterflies fluttering freely around the gardens. The guide will identify different
species, point out courtship and mating displays and tell butterfly facts and stories. You will also witness the various
stages of the butterfly’s life cycle, from butterflies laying their eggs to caterpillars hatching, growing and forming
their chrysalis.
You are then assisted back on the coach to continue your tour to Boo-Boo-Jam on Orient Beach, a 5-10 minute drive
away. The beach is reputed as much for its natural beauty and setting as it is for being the islands foremost swimsuit
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optional or nude beach. Activities on the beach are numerous and include jet skis, parasailing, wind surfing, snorkeling,
kayaking and water trampolines.
Note: Portions of Orient Bay are clothing optional, particularly the Southern end where Club Orient is located. Partial
nudity may be encountered. Wear a swimsuit and bring a towel and adequate sun protection.
SM51 - Hidden Forest Adventure
PRICE:

ADULT: 56.00 / CHILD: 56.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

You will be escorted to the seldom visited center of St. Maarten to Loterie Farm, a nature's collection of vegetation on an
old Plantation settlement. Upon arrival, you will be introduced to your guide and issued a bottle of water before setting
off into the forest.
The hike takes approximately one hour along a trail through rainforest canopy climbing out of the hidden canyon into
the heights of Pic Paradis. Your guide will point out and explain features en route, including a fresh water stream and
secret spring, ancient mango trees, the famous Guavaberry trees, a historic look-out point, and the origin and use of
hundreds of species of tropical plants and trees.
Upon return, you will have complimentary drinks of Rum or Fruit Punch at the Hidden Forest Cafe.
Note: Sensible walking/hiking shoes are required, and guests should be prepared for moderate exercise. Recommended
minimum age to participate in this tour is 4 years old. A stop can be made in town before the ship, but the guest will be
responsible for making their own way back (which is approximately $3.00/person).
SM53 - Rolling in Paradise - Segway of St. Maarten
PRICE:

ADULT: 65.00 / CHILD: 65.00 USD

DURATION:

1 Hour 30 Minutes Approx.

Take a scenic 10-minute shuttle boat ride from the vessel to the beachfront boardwalk, which runs along Philipsburgs
world famous shopping district and the beautiful white sand beaches of Great Bay. You'll see the Holland House Beach
Hotel where you will meet your tour guide and be assigned your personal Segway.You will be surprised at the ease with
which young and old alike learn Segway riding skills during the short orientation. You are now ready to experience the
sights and sounds of the Caribbean as you glide along the Boardwalk.Where the Boardwalk ends, your fun just begins as
you and your Segway go on to the beach and travel "off road" for a chance to see St. Maarten as it used to be. You will
stop at an open-air bar and restaurant for refreshments. On the return, you will glide down the boardwalk through the
local craft market to the little wooden bridge for some great photos. Your Segway tour ends at the white sand beach in
front of the Holland House where you may choose to lounge on a beach chair, rent a jet ski or walk across the street to
the world famous Shopping District. Whenever you are ready, the complimentary shuttle boat awaits, whinch runs
every 10 minutes, for your ride back to the ship. Note: The minimum age for participation is 10 years old. The maximum
weight for participation is 300 pounds.
SM55 - Explorer Cruise & Grand Island Tour
PRICE:

ADULT: 56.00 / CHILD: 32.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours Approx.

This ultimate island tour offers you a greattropical atmosphere onboard the "Explorer" catamaran. Listen to the Calypso
singer and enjoy complimentary drinks while cruising by the spectacular views of Simpson Bay Lagoon en route to
Marigot.
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Your coaches will pick you up from Marigot after over an hour of free time here. Then, it is off to see the Northern
side of the island before your return trip to the pier. You'll have the opportunity to be dropped off in Phillipsburg for
shopping.
SM56 - America's Cup Sailing Regatta
PRICE:

ADULT: 87.00 / CHILD: 87.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

Dennis Conner’s America’s Cup winning Stars and Stripes, Canada II and True North are yours for this once in a
lifetime adventure. The expert crew will show you exactly what to do in your “crew members” position.
Then it's off to the Racecourse… grind a winch… trim a sail… punch a stop watch, or just sit back, relax, and enjoy
the complimentary refreshments. For this unique adventure… this highlight of your holiday, previous sailing
experience… is NOT necessary!
After the race enjoy the complimentary victory rum punch party, while you browse through the museum souvenir
boutique, where Visa and MasterCard are accepted.
Note: Should you choose to participate in the actual sailing of the yacht, please be advised that this can be strenuous
and, as a participant, you must determine your own limitations. The minimum age in order to participate on this
excursion is 12 years of age, however, any participants 12 years and under must be accompanied by an adult or
guardian.
SM57 - St. Martin Mountain Bike Adventure
PRICE:

ADULT: 78.00 / CHILD: 78.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Before setting out from the waterfront in the French Capital of Marigot, you will be outfitted with a bike, safety gear
and given a safety orientation. Departing the waterfront, you will pass a planned marina before reaching the off-road
portion of your tour. Head out along the stunning coastline towards the only steep hill on your adventure. Once at
the top, experience breathtaking views of the city of Marigot and the island of Anguilla. Still hugging the coastline, the
trail turns into an exhilarating downhill ride. Ride through the rural village Colombier, set deep in a valley where a
rest stop will be made. Once back on the trail, you’ll glide down and out of the valley and through Friar's Bay Village
where you will view an old plantation house en route to Friar's Bay Beach. There, you will be served a complimentary
beverage and have an opportunity to take a refreshing swim before boarding the bus for the return trip to the ship.
Note: Open-toed shoes not allowed. Minimum age is 12 years old.
SM58 - Afternoon Beach Break
PRICE:

ADULT: 39.00 / CHILD: 20.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

If you are the kind of person who likes to shop til you drop in the morning or just do not want to rush and have lunch
on the ship, then you may be wondering how to spend the afternoon? Why not take a trouble free trip to the beach
with us and take advantage of what St Martin is famous for its beaches.
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Unwind on one of the Caribbeans best beaches, Orient Bay. You will be driven in air-conditioned transportation to the
beach and be greeted by one of our guides who will orient you with all the facilities. You will be supplied with a lounge
chair and cushion in an area reserved just for you, and you will also enjoy rum or fruit punch!
For approximately two hours you can just relax in the sun, swim or explore the one and a half miles of beach. You can
also take advantage of the largest selection of water sports on the island (at additional cost), including parasailing, wave
runners and non-motorized craft. We have gift shops and you can even get a massage, you name it - we have it! We are
the beach experts!
Note: Because this excursion stops adjacent to Club Orient Naturist Resort, there is a possibility that some nudity may
be observed.
SM59 - 4 x 4 St. Maarten Safari
PRICE:

ADULT: 89.00 / CHILD: 89.00 USD

DURATION:

6 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

This tour gives a chance for the adventuresome to get away from the crowds and share with fellow guests a 4x4
experience on off trails as well as some regular island roads. You will be able to enjoy wonderful views of incredible St.
Maarten and neighboring islands from vantage points not normally accessible to the general public.
The convoy will explore several rustic areas with special emphasis on popular island attractions, including the famous
gourmet mecca at Grand Case and the scenic lookout at Cole Bay Hill, offering a view of the famous Simpson Bay Lagoon
and neighboring islands. A stop off at Mullet Bay Beach will allow you to enjoy a refreshing swim in the Caribbean
waters before continuing the adventure...
There will be a full hour to explore the shops, markets and restaurants at the French capital, Marigot, before the
caravan precedes to famous Orient Beach and a wonderful Caribbean beach facility. Lunch is not included in this tour
and beach chairs, umbrellas and drinks are available at an additional charge.
After a couple of hours at the beach, the group will head back to the starting point via Oyster Pond and the scenic Dawn
Beach area.
Driving responsibilities can be rotated and guests planning to drive must be 21 years old with a valid drivers license. All
vehicles must remain with the group throughout the tour and the minimum age is six.
SM60 - The Best of St. Maarten Full Day Tour
PRICE:

ADULT: 109.00 / CHILD: 94.00 USD

DURATION:

7 Hours Approx.

After a narrated drive from Phillipsburg through the countryside to French Cul de Sac, you will take a short shuttle boat
ride over to Pinel Island, a tropical paradise offering some of the best snorkeling in St Maarten. Instructors will give an
orientation, issue the equipment and escort you to the best areas for underwater viewing.
After two hours, you will return to the main land and drive to the French Capitol of Marigot for two full hours to explore
the boutiques, street markets and side walk cafes.
Then, you will embark a motorized, catamaran yacht for a cruise in the famous lagoon, whilst enjoying rum or fruit
punch, iced tea or soft drinks as well as the excellent scenery.
After crossing the imaginary borderline between the French and the Dutch waters, you arrive at Simpson Bay for the
return drive to the ship.
Note: Lunch is not included in this tour as there are many cafes and restaurants to choose from in Marigot.
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Note: Guests are reminded to bring their swimwear, towels and sunscreen. Tour order may be reversed. Minimum
age to participate is 12 years old.
SM61 - Deep Sea Fishing Expedition
PRICE:

ADULT: 199.00 / CHILD: 199.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours Approx.

Enjoy the excitement of deep-sea fishing aboard a fully equipped sport fishing boat.It’s just a three minute drive by
mini bus to the Great Bay Marina where your captain and crew will be waiting to take you trolling through the deep
blue waters with possibilities of catching Marlin, Yellowfin Tuna, Dorado, Wahoo and even Barracuda. Ice-cold beers,
sodas and juices will be offered.
An exciting day is guaranteed even if "one does get away!"
Minimum age to participate is8 years old. Guests under16 requires adult supervision.
SM62 - St. Maarten Swept Away Sail, Snorkel & Fun
PRICE:

ADULT: 52.00 / CHILD: 46.00 USD

DURATION:

2 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

It’s anchors away aboard this sailing catamaran yacht for an unforgettable underwater adventure of marine life and
sunken ships.
Octopus, lobster, stingrays and a multitude of other marine life will amaze you on this 1 hour snorkeling expedition.
Yachting back towards the cruise ship pier, experience Great Bay and wonderful views of the coastline and historic
forts as you relax sipping on unlimited island rum or fruit punch with the Island Breezes and the beat of magical
music capturing your imagination and providing you with that special memory that is ‘SweptAway’!
Note: Minimum age to participate is 6 years old.
SM63 - Spectacular St. Martin & Plantation
PRICE:

ADULT: 68.00 / CHILD: 62.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours Approx.

Enjoy a wonderful scenic drive by air-conditioned bus to the quaint and historic town of Marigot, with a superb
photo stop en route at ‘Harald Jack’s’, where guests will enjoy panoramic views of the coast, neighboring islands and
Simpson’s Bay Lagoon! After exploring the quaint streets, sites and boutiques of Marigot, you will re-board you bus
for a short drive to Mont Vernon Plantation via Grand Case. On arrival at the Plantation, you will be taken on a guided
tour of this unique St. Maarten experience, where one will experience and explore the lovely plants, fauna and
aromas that together, combine to make this a truly wonderful way in which to remember St. Maarten! After satisfying
your ‘senses’, your island tour and experience will transport you back to the Cruise Ship Terminal with many a fond
memory and time for extra shopping.
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SM67 - Harley in Paradise
PRICE:

ADULT: 450.00 / CHILD: 450.00 USD

DURATION:

6 Hours Approx.

It does not matter whether you're a two-wheeled novice or a seasoned road veteran, you will be offered the ride of your
life that will combine the pure American look, that began when the original founders were cruising the streets of
Milwaukee, with the wild nature of this Caribbean island.
You will board air conditioned coaches for a short trip that will take you through the picturesque countryside to the
start point.
You can choose the legendary Fat Boy or the Classic Heritage, it is always a hard decision. Then, grab your helmets and
your guide will lead you on a paradise tour; you will pass by Simpson Bay, famous for its trendy local bars and
restaurants and home of many luxurious mega yachts. From there you'll pass by Maho shopping area, Mullet Bay to
lowlands and Nettle Bay into Marigot. You will visit Fort Louis overlooking the beautiful French capitol, several marinas
and the neighboring island of Anguilla, and then back to the heart of Marigot where you will have a light lunch and some
free time to browse the town.
Afterwards, saddle up for Grand Case and then to Orient Bay where you will have approximately a half-hour refreshing
swim at the most popular beach on the island, well known for its clothing optional policy. The group will drive by Mont
William Hill offering a panoramic view and then back to the start point. An air conditioned transfer will take you back to
the ship.
Notes: Minimum age to participate is 25 years old with a valid motorcycle license. A light lunch, two bottles of water and
one soft drink are included. Because this excursion stops adjacent to Club Orient Naturist Resort, there is a possibility
that some nudity may be observed. Make sure to bring your credit card and current motorcycle license to complete the
rental contract. The tour price is per bike and includes CDW insurance with a $1,000.00 deductible. The deductible is
fully or partially charged to the drivers credit card in the event the motorcycle is returned damaged.
SM70 - Captain Morgan's Sailing Adventure
PRICE:

ADULT: 82.00 / CHILD: 59.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Capt. Serge and his professional crew will take you to experience the traditional sailing, on a discovery of the beautiful
southern coast of the island. Sightseeing of Cay Bay, Simpson Bay, and Maho. Also enjoy sailing to Baie Longue, one of
the island’s most beautiful and peaceful white sand beaches, where you will anchor approximately 120 feet from shore
for BBQ lunch and swimming or snorkeling (snorkeling equipment provided on board).
Baie Longue offers total tranquility and with this stunning backdrop everybody can ‘de-compress’ with the occasional
dip in the crystal waters and regular visits to the floating bar. If your goal is simply to relax and do as little as possible,
you can recline in comfort on Capt. Morgan’s large on-deck sun lounges while sipping the special rum punch and
soaking up the sunshine listening to the wonderful Caribbean music.
Then you set sail and head back to Philipsburg being pushed along by the trade winds. Relaxing music, a complimentary
bar and a tropical fruits salad gets you back to the cruise ship pier. Captain Morgan is not as big as the party boats.
Leaving the crowds behind you, Capt. Morgan welcomes a maximum of 20 passengers to insure an ambiance of private
luxury. That leaves plenty of room on the deck with spots of shad and lots of sun. All cruises on Capt. Morgan are staffed
by a friendly crew who will accompany you throughout your tour and treat you to fabulous service.
Note: The minimum age for participation is 3 years old. There is no beach stop on this tour.
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SM72 - Tiki Hut Snorkel Park
PRICE:

ADULT: 67.00 / CHILD: 49.00 USD

DURATION:

At Your Leisure

Nestled in a cove, protected from the prevailing winds by cliffs below Fort Amsterdam is where you will find the Tiki
Hut Snorkel Park! Beneath acres of calm waters lie the hulls of six or more ship wrecks, 16th century cannons and
even a scuttled yellow submarine. Hundreds of tropical Caribbean reef fish call these wrecks home. Turtles, rays,
eels, lobsters and octopus visit frequently.
After a short scenic cruise you will arrive at the private floating Tiki Hut Island. Here, a certified instructor will
provide an orientation and safety briefing on the use of the snorkel equipment. A salt water pool only 4 ft deep is
located on the Tiki platform. This pool is used to get you comfortable with snorkel skills. After orientation the day is
yours! Snorkel, swim or just relax on a floating lounge or noodle. You may choose to lay on a deck chair and gaze at
the beautiful Caribbean land or seascape.
The Tiki Hut offers refreshments and burgers which are cooked to order. Only cash is accepted. You may stay at the
Park as long as you like, when ready to leave you can take a fresh water shower and you will be taken back to your
ship or to town to shop and look around Philipsburg. Front Street is beautiful and the shopping is fantastic! Water
taxi service back to your ship is included.
Minimum age to participate is 5 years old.

SM73 - The ATV Quad Adventure
PRICE:

ADULT: 89.00 / CHILD: 89.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

Upon meeting at the pier, you are transported a short distance to the ATV staging area, whereupon arrival, you will
receive a welcome and safety orientation before heading out on your adventure. Departing Oyster Bay “Coralita”, the
convoy tours along the coast through the French Quarter and on over to Orient Bay, where the terrain switches to
that of a sandy beach, arriving at a Beach Club located on Orient Beach. Here, you will have approximately an hour to
enjoy the wonderful beach, where you can find optional food and beverage facilities, fresh water showers, restrooms
and souvenir shops. After enjoying this Caribbean respite, it’s time to start your engines as the ATV’s take to the road
again for the journey to “Coralita”, where awaiting transportation will return participants back to the Cruise Ship
Terminal. If you would like, you can be dropped off at Phillipsburg for additional shopping and exploration! Guests
who choose to be dropped of at Phillipsburg must make their own way back to the terminal.
Minimum age to participate is 18 years old.

ZM01 - Scuba Dive With Equipment
PRICE:

ADULT: 109.00 / CHILD: 109.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Here is a chance for you to visit just a few of the 50+ dive sites available in waters around St Maarten. In less than 5
minutes, a drive to the dive center will be provided for you to register and be outfitted with the dive gear you require.
You will then board the dive boat where the divemasters and instructors will give you a detailed dive briefing before
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heading out to the dive sites. Taking a maximum of 6 guests each, the divemasters will then lead you on two dives with
a surface interval between each dive.
The dive site will be chosen prior to your dive based on prevailing weather conditions and mooring availability. All of
the sites vary between 50 – 75 ft in depth and are suitable for all levels of experience. When possible a combination of 1
reef, 1 wreck dive will be chosen with safety being the priority. In St. Maarten there is the opportunity to view a wide
array of tropical life including sharks, stingrays, turtles, eagle rays, school of barracuda, horse eyed jacks and the
occasional inquisitive dolphin passing by.
Note: This is limited to certified divers who have been on a dive within the last two years. Certified divers must present
a valid certification "C" card in order to participate. Minimum age of 12 years.
This tour is only offered on certain ships.
ZM02 - Scuba Dive Without Equipment
PRICE:

ADULT: 99.00 / CHILD: 99.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Here is a chance for you to visit just a few of the 50+ dive sites available in waters around St Maarten. In less than 5
minutes, a drive to the dive center will be provided for you to register and be outfitted with the dive gear you require.
You will then board the dive boat where the divemasters and instructors will give you a detailed dive briefing before
heading out to the dive sites. Taking a maximum of 6 guests each, the divemasters will then lead you on two dives with
a surface interval between each dive.
The dive site will be chosen prior to your dive based on prevailing weather conditions and mooring availability. All of
the sites vary between 50 – 75 ft in depth and are suitable for all levels of experience. When possible a combination of 1
reef, 1 wreck dive will be chosen with safety being the priority. In St. Maarten there is the opportunity to view a wide
array of tropical life including sharks, stingrays, turtles, eagle rays, school of barracuda, horse eyed jacks and the
occasional inquisitive dolphin passing by.
Note: This is limited to certified divers who have been on a dive within the last two years. Certified divers must present
a valid certification "C" card in order to participate. Minimum age of 12 years.
This tour is only offered on certain ships.
ZM03 - Discover Scuba Diving
PRICE:

ADULT: 99.00 / CHILD: 99.00 USD

DURATION:

3 Hours Approx.

If you have ever wanted to try Scuba Diving but never found the time, then the time is now! You will receive a detailed
lecture, be shown the equipment you will be using and taught the basic scuba diving skills. After the training and an
orientation session you will then experience the undersea world to view the diverse tropical marine life, coral reefs and
sunken wrecks. This shallow introduction to scuba diving is designed for the non-diver and is easy, safe and fun. Your
course and dive tour will be conducted by a PADI certified dive instructor to ensure your safety and maximize your
enjoyment.
Note: Some health restrictions apply. See the staff at the Shore Excursion Desk for details.
Minimum age: 12 years old.
This tour is only offered on certain ships.
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ZM07 - PADI Scuba Diver Certification Course
PRICE:

ADULT: 249.00 / CHILD: 249.00 USD

DURATION:

4 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Most of the world is covered with water. Participate in the PADI Scuba Diver Course onboard and discover what
you’ve been missing. This quick and easy course was designed with the vacationer in mind.
The PADI Scuba Diver program is a wonderful and exciting opportunity to explore the underwater world with the
comfort and safety of having an experienced PADI SeaTrek Dive Instructor beside you every step of the way.
Throughout the course you’ll learn the basics of diving through participation in pool dives, knowledge development
sessions and 2 exciting open water dives in some of the best locations in the world. Upon completion of the short
course, you will be awarded the PADI Scuba Diver certification. PADI certifications are the most recognized forms of
diver education worldwide. Your certification is like a passport, allowing you beginner level access to some of the
best diving in the world. It also allows you to pursue further training in diving.
Two boat training dives in the beautiful waters off the diving paradise St. Maarten and you’ve earned your PADI
Scuba Diving Certification. During your two training dives with your professional PADI SeaTrek Instructor, you’ll
experience the fascinating underwater world. A short skill assessment will test your knowledge and underwater
comfort level. Once you’ve completed both of these dives, you’re ready to begin a lifetime of underwater adventure!
Price includes: 2 Open Water training dives and all gear; except mask and snorkel. Successful completion of pool and
academic training required prior to the dives, which is conducted on board ship. Scuba equipment is available for
purchase at the SeaTrek Dive Shop on board at tax and duty free prices.
Duration: 4 1/2 hours in St. Maarten and approximately 12 hrs overall including pool dives and knowledge reviews.
Please print and fill out the attached PADI Medical History Questionnaire. A positive response on the medical history
questionnaire does not necessarily mean you can’t dive, but you will need to consult with your physician prior to
coming onboard. Also attached is the Physicians guide to the Diving Medical. This is a simple guide for your
physician to use to determine if diving is safe and suitable for you.
Diving is an adventure like no other. Enjoy a fantastic cruise, and enjoy everything the sea has to offer, above and
below the waves. Get out there. Minimum Age: 12 years old.Please note this course is only offered on certain ships.
***This excursion needs completed PADI Medical Release Form to participate.<a href="http://shorex.rccl.com/rC/
PADIMedicalRelease.pdf"
You will need Adobe Acrobat to view the PADI Medical Release Form. If you do not have Adobe Acrobat, Please click
on the Acrobat Reader image to download Adobe Acrobat.
<a href="http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html" target="_blank"
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